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Abstract 

This thesis, entitled "Propaganda Analysis of The New Light of Myanmar," examines 

The New Light of Myanmar, a state-owned newspaper of Myanmar to discuss the 

possibility of the newspaper being a propaganda tool used by the powerful elite in the 

country to influence the perceptions of the readers by disseminating selected 

information which support the propagandists' causes. The thesis follows a 

Propaganda Model developed in reference to Jowett-O'Donnell's Propaganda 

Analysis Techniques (Propaganda and Persuasion). The data used in this thesis have 

been collected from the periodicals printed between January 2006 and August 2009. 

This thesis argues that the newspaper can be used to influence the majority of people 

and that by reading a newspaper of a country, we can learn about the status of the 

freedom of the press in that particular country, the newspaper owner's policies 

towards other countries and local opposition groups, the newspaper's expectations 

and presumptions of the readers, and its objective of being a newspaper, that is, 

whether its purpose is to serve the reader by giving them relevant and useful news or 

whether it is used it solely as a powerful information disseminator presenting 

carefully chosen information or misleading information to control the audience's 

understanding of a situation in favor of the powerful elite or, in other words, the 

propagandist. 
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Chapter (1): Introduction 

The first issue of a newspaper in Burma was published on 3 March, 1836. The 

newspaper in question was The Moulmein Chronicle. It was also the first English 

newspaper to be published in Burma. It was published by American missionaries with 

the aim of educating the Burmese people who were under British rule at that time. 

Seven years after publishing The Moulmein Chronicle, Burma had the first Burmese 

language newspaper, The Religi.ous Herald. It was also produced by the missionaries 

with the aim of spreading Christianity. Apart from being published in the Burmese 

language, that newspaper was printed in Karen, the language of one of the major 

ethnic groups in Burma. After the emergence of The Moulmein Chronicle, many 

other newspapers appeared in print in the territories which were under British. Some 

of those whose records can be found include The Rangoon Daily Mail, Moulmein 

Free Press, Daily Review, British Burma Review, Advertiser, Bassein News, Arakan 

News, Pegu Gazette, and The Rangoon Times. 

Although numerous newspapers were printed at that time, they were usually 

short-lived and lasted for not more than one year on the average, because of the 

ongoing wars between the British and the Burmese monarchy. In 1874, Burmese 

King Min Don started the first official newspaper to be produced under Burmese rule, 

The Mandalay Gazette. After 1885 when Burma lost her independence, both Burmese 

and English language newspapers appeared under different newspaper press owners 

but they were all short-lived as the times then were turbulent and the owners would 

frequently leave or sell the newspapers to others. The period after independence also 
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produced a substantial amount of newspapers but they did not last long and went 

through name changes under different governments. As a result, at present there are 

two official newspapers in Burma, The New Light of Myanmar and Kyemon (The 

Mirror). Both newspapers are produced in Burmese and English at the same time. 

Although they are different newspapers, the contents of the newspapers remain very 

similar from the headlines to the editorial articles, which is the reason why only The 

New Light of Myanmar has been chosen for analysis in this thesis. 

Looking back at those old newspapers can be an interesting way to study 

history other than reading history books. Patterns can be found concerning the 

newspapers' choices and omissions of news items. These newspapers also bear 

witness to the evolution of language and people at the same time. Official newspapers 

produced by governments can serve as their mouth-piece which relays their 

perceptions of the world and from reading these we can see how the governments 

wish to present themselves to the world. At any period in history, newspapers serve 

as an information provider to the mass public and because of this power to reach out 

to a large amount of people who want information, newspapers can sometimes be 

used as a tool by a powerful elite group to disseminate information to the readers 

which will benefit them more than it does the readers. The term "powerful elite" used 

here can represent several groups: the newspaper's owner, the government that can 

control what the newspaper writes about, and the advertisement companies that also 

have their preferences. The main argument of this thesis is that The New Light of 

Myanmar does not serve as much as an information provider but rather as one of the 
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propaganda tools used by the powerful elite in Burma to disseminate ideologies 

beneficial to them. 

The New Light of Myanmar has been chosen for the thesis for two reasons. 

First of all, as a newspaper it is more influential and appears to have more readership 

than Kyemon. Secondly, there are complete sets of The New Light of Myanmar 

available on the website created by the Online Burma Library which can provide us 

with a substantial sample for analysis. At this point, let me briefly recount the history 

of The New Light of Myanmar to explain the amount of materials which is used in the 

thesis. The New Light of Myanmar started running in 1914 under the title, Working 

People "s Daily and became nationalized in 1969 when its name was changed to the 

present name. It has been running for 20 years as a daily and because of that there is 

an abundance of information to be analyzed. Due to a time constraint, this paper 

focuses on the four most recent years of data only accumulated from The New Light 

of Myanmar, 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009. 

The thesis has been organised into three chapters focusing on domestic issues, 

international issues and the analysis of the propaganda, respectively. The first chapter 

will present a selection of news items taken from the domestic news section of the 

newspaper. The objective of this chapter is to explain how the news are presented, 

chosen and omitted to serve the purpose of the newspaper owner. The second 

chapter's objective is similar to the first, except for the fact that the data presented 

will be taken from the international news section. The third and the last chapter is the 

analysis part where some of the data presented in the previous chapters will be 

expanded upon and combined with additional material comprised of the editorial 
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articles written on the Armed Forces Day. This data will be cross-examined against a 

propaganda model developed in reference to the Jowett and O'Donnell's 

(Propaganda and Persuasion 275) propaganda analysis method. 

The method has been chosen because the techniques used by Jowett and 

O'Donnell include 10 flexibly designed divisions which are meant to be used in 

observing the media, analysing the media and the audience's responses to the media. 

The techniques have not been created for one type of media only but are suitable for 

analysing more kinds of media, and Jowett and O'Donnell prove this by using all their 

techniques in their four case studies. The flexibility of the techniques is an important 

factor as this thesis considers one medium only, i.e. the daily newspaper. Another 

important benefit of using the Jowett-O'Donnell's techniques is that although 

originally, the authors grouped the techniques in certain order, the order can be 

changed and some techniques can be omitted and still can serve as a sufficient 

framework for this thesis. 

Because the Burmese media are quite unique, analyzing them following other 

people's techniques can be difficult. The selected techniques used in this thesis for the 

sake of the analysis of The New Light of Myanmar and its propaganda methods have 

been selected as the most beneficial for the task. While there are obviously many 

other prominent techniques to analyze propaganda in the news, such as for instant the 

one developed by Chomsky and Herman in Manefacturing Consent: The Political 

Economy of the Mass Media, or the method produced in Jacques Ellul's Propaganda 

and Persuasion, these methods are more appropriate for analyzing a genre of media 

system different from the Burmese media. 
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For example, Chomsky and Herman's method of analyzing media bias focuses 

on the financial dependency of newspapers and how this affects newspaper policies, 

content and preferences in the news coverage. This method can be more efficient if 

we apply it to analyzing one continuous topic only. This thesis does not focus on one 

singly issue, as its objective is to show that propaganda is present in all facets of the 

newspaper. Similarly, for Jacques Ellul's techniques, the main focus is the idea of 

propaganda and its motivation for existence. Ellul does not provide his readers with a 

how-to-analyze-propaganda model; instead he focused on bigger concepts, such as 

the necessity of propaganda, the role it plays in the social system, the ideology behind 

it and its effects and relation to democracy and public opinion. Ellul's idea of 

propaganda has been used in the last chapter when political ideology is analyzed in 

one of the steps of analyzing propaganda instead of using it as a technique to analyze 

propaganda itself. 

Before making these analyses; it is essential to clarify the terms involved in 

the main argument of the thesis. In Propaganda and Persuasion, propaganda has 

been defined by Jowett and O'Donnell as a deliberate, systematic attempt to shape 

perceptions, manipulate cognitions, and direct behaviour to achieve a response that 

furthers the desired intent of the propagandist (269). A similar definition is given by 

Jacques Ellul in Propaganda: The Formation of Men's Attitudes, who describes 

propaganda as a set of methods employed by an organized group that wants to bring 

about the active or passive participation in its actions of a mass of individuals, 

psychologically unified through psychological manipulation and incorporated in an 
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organization ( 61 ). The understanding of propaganda as used in this thesis has been 

derived from these two definitions. 

In this thesis, propaganda is defined as a deliberate attempt to shape the 

understanding of an individual or group of people by manipulating their process of 

thoughts and directing their behaviour to achieve a response that supports the intent 

of the propagandist by disseminating information carefully selected to support their 

purposes through different mediums such as the press, radio, television, film, posters, 

slogans, billboards, education, internet, etc. depending on how powerful the 

propagandists are. It is quite obvious that the definition of propaganda in this thesis 

leans towards the purpose of propaganda. In this thesis, propaganda in the newspaper, 

the possible intentions of the propagandist and the purpose of the propaganda is 

analyzed. Because the propagandist wants to achieve certain results in the described 

communication process between the newspaper and its readers, the definition of 

propaganda in the thesis highlights the potential purposes of the newspaper. 

Although different types of media are used to get through to the public, the 

one which will be studied is the printed press, specifically the newspaper. The 

newspaper as a disseminator of public information is expected to fulfil a number of 

criteria. Among these criteria are: providing the news in a timely manner, with 

proximity to the readers and their lives, and also giving priority to the news which 

have prominence and interest to the local people (Itule and Anderson 14). Whether 

The New Light of Myanmar achieves these goals will be discussed in the thesis. 

Last but not least, when discussing the rationale for this thesis it is hard not to 

mention the fact that in the eyes of the world Burma is undoubtedly a nation in 
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trouble and its government's intent and its limitation of the freedom of press have 

been highly questioned. I write this thesis in hope that it will prove to be useful to 

anyone who is interested in knowing more about Burmese newspaper standards and 

the way the newspaper has been used under the rule of a powerful elite. This thesis 

also aims to highlight the significant role newspapers play in a totalitarian state where 

the government-run newspaper serves as the official mouth-piece of the government. 
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Chapter (2): Domestic News 

Before spelling out the main focus of this chapter, let us describe the general format 

and layout of The New Light of Myanmar. On an average day, the newspaper has 

sixteen pages in total and about thirteen of them feature both domestic and 

international news. From the thirteen pages, around four to five pages are devoted to 

domestic news and the rest are international news. Editorials always make up either 

one or two pages. The remaining pages are shared between the weather reports, TV 

and radio schedules, government slogans, sports news, and, at very rare times, a few 

advertisements and condolences can be seen. The decisions as to which news is to be 

excluded or included in the newspaper are supposedly taken care of by the Myanmar 

News Agency (MNA), a sector under the Ministry oflnformation in Burma. The New 

Light of Myanmar, the longest-running newspaper in the country has been published 

since 1914 and it became nationalized in 1969 during the Socialist party rule. It is 

printed daily in both English and Burmese in the Berliner format (17 in x 11.5 in). It 

was originally known as Working People's Daily and the name was changed in 1993 

under the present government. 

This chapter focuses on analyzing the news concerned with domestic affairs. 

News reports on issues such as voting processes, natural disasters, multiethnic issues, 

everyday news of the representing bodies of the country and relationships with other 

countries will be brought into the spotlight to show The New Light of Myanmar 

newspaper's perspective on news reporting. 
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Although there is no universal method for a newspaper to follow when 

choosing which news are to be printed, there are some criteria which newspapers 

across the world comply with, a set of standards that a newspaper should follow in 

order to be a newspaper regardless of who owns the press agency. The criteria in 

question include timeliness, proximity to local readers, conflict reporting starting 

from the development of an issue, whether it is being resolved or not and who are the 

people involved, eminence and prominence to see whether events reported involve 

people who are noteworthy, and are the stories of human interest (Itule and Anderson 

p.20). As regards language and word choice, it is a common agreement between 

journalists across the world that the news should be "objective" and the language 

should be neutral. The main objective of this chapter is to build an argument for the 

thesis by examining The New Light of Myanmar against a propaganda model to 

support an opinion that The New Light of Myanmar is very likely one of the tools 

used by the political elite of the country for their political agenda and to convey their 

views to the possible readers, the general public in Burma and to scholars and those 

who want to learn more about the country and its government. 

This chapter, relating to the news concerned with domestic affairs only, is 

divided into three sections. The first section deals with the timelines issue and the 

referendum voting topic is examined in detail. In addition to the news concerned with 

the referendum, related slogans and comic strips will also be discussed here. The 

second section will focus on the newspaper's duty to inform the people of health 

threats and in this case, the tainted milk issue is discussed. The last section addresses 

the newspaper's coverage of freedom of assembly in Burma by focusing on news 
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stories relating to the September Saffron Revolution. In additional to these three main 

sections, slogans and exhortations present in The New Light of Myanmar everyday 

together with the rare advertisements are also included in this chapter. 

Referendum for the New Constitution 

According to The New Light of Myanmar, Burma (Myanmar) has been eagerly 

anticipating the moment when the National Convention will be able to draft a new 

constitution since April 24, 1992, when the State Law and Order Restoration Council 

(SLORC) made the announcement. A committee was formed to plan the convention 

but it had to suspend its activity several times, the latest stint being the departure of 

the National League for Democracy (NLD), Burma's main opposition party, in 1996. 

In 2003, SLORC, became SPDC (State Peace and Development Council), announced 

"The Seven Steps Road Map to Democracy" and, as the first step, it started urging 

people to participate in the national referendum. Since then The New Light of 

Myanmar has started to include slogans motivating people to vote "Yes" in the 

referendum in both Burmese and English language editions of the newspaper. 

This chapter analyzes the slogans and news related to the referendum 

published in the month in which the voting took place, beginning with the day of the 

referendum to the day the results were announced. What is of specific significance 

here is the fact that during the time the referendum was held, Burma was hit by the 

cyclone Nargis in the lower delta region near the Irrawaddy River. Although 

international organizations such as the United Nations estimated the death toll to have 
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risen over 63,000 (USAID, 14 Aug 2008), The New Light of Myanmar headlines were 

still seen urging people to vote in the referendum without revealing the actual number 

of deaths. The information below show the The New Light of Myanmar's coverage 

relating to the referendum issue. 

Topics relating to referendum issue from headlines and other pages from The 
New Light of Myanmar 

• 1st May, 2008: The headline of the newspaper on that day is as follows: 

'To approve the State Constitution is a national duty of the entire people today. Let us 
all cast 'Yes" vote in the national interest.'( page 1) 

• Slogans seen inside the newspaper: 

'Towards the new nation, Will ratijj; Constitution.' (page 7) 
'We remain ever united whoever tries to divide us And will cast "Yes" vote' (page 7) 
'To ratijj; Constitution Let's go to the polling booth' (page 8) 
'For ratification of Constitution Let's go to polling booth to cast "Yes" vote' (page 8) 
'For flourishing of democracy Ratifj; Constitution' (page 9) 
'Let's get democracy by voting at polling booth' (page 9) 

• Smaller news articles which show the general public's acceptance of the 
referendum: 

"Billboards set up in Yangon North District to hail Referendum" (page 8) 

• On the last page of The New Light of Myanmar, the following slogans and 
catch phrases and a poem are printed: 

Let us all 
* who are equipped with ardent patriotism, 
* who ch..-rish genuine independence, 
* who aspire perpetuation of sovereignty, 
• who loathe foreign interference and manipulation, and 

* who of Wpiit Rovernment with strli of colonialists, 
• •g __ '!'!Lii ijidi!iiitiiiiriii_iiiMhffilihlM 
Figure 1: Vote "YES" slogan from 1May2008, NLM 
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• 

.... Victory "ithiu reach 
oar strong belkflt ts 
Approval or lb< constttutlon 
Will ~ soon acblrv<d 
~le.n are so sattsfted 
WollH'D an: so. grattflrd 
Heading for poUlug booth 
\Vltb unanimous vote- to •pprove 
Wltbln readl b vlctot'Y 

Z.aw Min Min Oo {Trans.) 

• Democracy cannot hl· 
adtien·d hy anan:hism 01· 

vioknn\ hut by Constitution. 

• I ,d's approw Constitution to 
shape our futun· hy oursdn·s. 

Figure 2: Another kind of slogan to support the Constitution from 1 May 2008, NLM 

Figure 3: A cartoon to support the referendum from 2 May 2008, NLM 

• The last page of the newspaper remains unchanged with the same slogans but 
the oem has been chan ed to a different one. 

Wl'itten is the Statt- constitution 

In tht- interest of entire nation 

Not of any particula1· pt-rson 

Never to fall again undt-r subjugation 

Lt-t's vott- in favour 

Hlaing <Tran~.) 

Figure 4: Poem to support the Constitution from 2 May 2008, NLM 

Note: 2 May is the day the cyclone Nargis struck the lower Irrawaddy delta 
sometime in the afternoon around 3 pm. 

• 3 and 4 2008: No publications were made, possibly because of the cyclone. 

• 5 May 2008: On the first page of the newspaper the announcement made by 
the government of Burma can be seen. This is a response to the comment 
made by the United Nations Secretary General Ban Ki-Moon to postpone the 
referendum to fully concentrate on the 'national tragedy' (Bangkok Post: 5 
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May 2008 ) The last page of the newspaper has reduced the number of slogans 
to only one similar to the ones used before: 'Let's go to the polling booth to 
cast vote.' 

Government of the Union of Myanmar issues Announcement No 1/2008 
NAY PYl TAw. 4 May-TM <Jov.m1•u11tt qf tlw Union of Myanmar tvday i&minl.A""°"""""""tNo 112008. Tluifo//uwilfll is tliefull tnrof t/N anno1mcm111mt. 

Government of the Union of Myanmar 
Announcement No 1/2008 

14th Waning Day of Oo Tagu 1370 ME 
(4May 2008) 

TbeGovemll1ftltoflheUnicoofMymunarismuchsurprisedhylheSocurityC01111cilPresid<nlialS-oo2May2008o"ft>thooghthesituaticminMyanmm 
doos DOI tt...aten .egioual u well u imematiooal peace and security. 
The Government ofMJlllDmar bas llDllOUl1COd durt a rcfeuudum foe the dnft constitution will be held on 10 May 2008 nod that multi-party domoaacy gonrm 
eloction will be held in 20 I 0 in accordance wilh • ""w constitution. Therrlmendmn is going to take place in a few days time and the entire peopll> of the counl<} 
ore oagorly locking fotwanl to lbat. 
Myomnor i• a oov..-eign Member Staie of tho Unikod Nllliom. The ref~ lo appr""" the draft constitolion is a matter to bo deaded so~ly by the people. 
Moreo>'«. the holding of a referendum is amatt«w!W:b falls within the domeslicjurisdictiOD. The draft constitution can bo adop!Cd and tamsition to democrac} 
cm bo matorializod dn:oogh the holding of llllCb rer.....dum. 
The Go\...-mnent ofM)lllDDJa< will continue to implemmttogelberwith the people !be sevai-step Rood Mop which bmi been welcomed by COUDtries of tbe world 
including ... homing c.ounlries and ASEAN cauntrie&. 

By<>nler. 

(Signed) Thant Shin 
(Colonel) 
Secmmy 

Go..omment of the Union of Myanmar 

Figure 5: A refusal announcement on not postponing the voting due to 
national tragedy 

• 6 May, 2008: One slogan, "Let's go to the polling booth to cast vote." is 
included on the last page of The New Light of Myanmar. 

• 7 May 2008: 

The Commhsion fol' Holding the Refel'endum "ill hold the 1·efmndum on 10 M11y 2008 as Sfbeduled in all the states 
and dMsioos except the 40 townships in Yangon Dh'lsion and seven townships in Ayeyawady Dhision that ban been 
announced to remain the disaster-hit areas under Announcement No 512008 of the State Peace and Development Council 
of the l'.nion ofMyaoma1~ 

Figure 6: Announcement relating to referendum voting 

• The above statement can be seen on the first page of The New Light of 
Myanmar newspaper. It can be seen as an indication that it is so important for 
the government to get the voting process over with that the government 
cannot wait for the people to rehabilitate after the disaster. 

• On the same page of the newspaper, the following announcement is made for 
the general public. 
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Union of Myanmar 
Commission for Holding Refe1·endu1n 

Announcement No 8/2008 
2nd "'·nxlng of K1uon 1370 :\IE 

(61\'.lny 2008) 

1 The cOllUlltt.sWn bai announced that the Rfemidwn will~ Mldon 10 May 2008 for approval of thedraftcon\titution oflb~ Republic oftbe Union ofMyMmar 
Howe-\-cr, due to the cyclooic storm 'NARGLS' tbac hit Myanmar on 2 May 2008, lhe Stat«! ~~ aud [)e-i...'t'lopment {'ounctl anuouuct!d Ayeytn\"ady, Yangon 
and Ba.go Di\·i&iom and Mon and K.a~in State\ as tN- affecRd 81'~a\.. 

3 Now, \01lle to\vtl'\hips in the" di$tik':r-h1t areat ba\-e returned to uormaky ~ Stak' ~ace and Dt-velopment Council hereby rt'lrastt Announcement 
No S/2008 on 6 May :2009 that tbr followings tow~ remain u the affected nr~. 
(a) Ngaputaw, Labutta. Mawlamyin<~ Pyapoo. i!ogal<. Kyaiklllt awl 0.daye in Ayeyawady Division. -lling ''"""township>. 
(b) Tamway, South Okkalapa, Dagon (S<ikkmi), Dllgon Myodllt (Soulb). Dagon Myotbir (North). Dllgon Myotbit (E1ut). O.wbon. Pozundaun11. 

Botohta\1111, Mingala TaungnY1JD~ North OIW!apo. Y mlcin. Tbakayta. Tbingani}'ua. Kamayur. Kyimyindii><. Kyauktada, Sougyoung. S.il:bn. 
Dagon. Pnbedan. Babao, Mayangon, latba, Hlin<, Lunna.i.w, Ahloo. Tboolylli. Kyauktan, Tbongw11. :l:ayan, TWllllt>y, Kungy.ngou, K.wbmu, Dalla, 
~ Kbanaungto. In~ Mmgaladon, Shw"P)'itha and Hlinrtbaya m Y imgoo Divi~on. totalling 40 town.Wps. 

4 Tilt" nltrcnduu1 duC" to~ held in tlM' towmlups •tatcd in para (3) Ut" postpom'd to U May 2008. 

(Aung Too) 
CballlWU\ 

Figure 7: Announcement made for referendum voting dates according to 
regions 

• 8 May 2008: The title of the editorial article reads: 'The Most Appropriate 
Constitution 2' (page 6). Other news concerning the referendum include 'MPT 
to issue three new stamps to mark Referendum 2008' (page 7). The usual 
slogan, "Let's go to the polling booth to cast vote" is inserted on the last page 
of the newspaper on that date. 

• 9 May 2008: Before the headlines there is the slogan urging people to not just 
vote but to vote "yes."Continuation of the same editorial article from the 
previous day is featured, 'The Most Appropriate Constitution 3' (page 4) 

• On the last page of the newspaper this slogan is printed again: 

Let us all 
* who are equipped with ardent patriotism, 
* who cherish genuine independence, 
* who aspire perpetuation of" sovereignty, 
* who loathe foreign lnterf"erence and manipulation, and 
* who oppose puppet government with strings of" colonialists, 

V<>TE "'•YES" for ratification of the ( 'onstitution. 
Figure 8: Vote "YES" urging announcement 

• 10 May 2008: On the first page of the newspaper: 'To approve the State 
Constitution is a national duty of the entire people today. Let us all cast 
"Yes" vote in the national interest.' (page 1). The feature article of that date is 
named "On the March to the Golden Land" (page 4). The article mentions the 
referendum. The last page carries the same slogan encouraging people to vote 
in the referendum. 
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Let us all 
* who are equipped with ardent patriotism, 
* who cherish genuine independence, 
* who aspire perpetuation of sovereignty, 
* who loathe foreign interference and manipulation, and 
* who oppose puppet government with strings of colonialists, 

V<>TE ""YES'~ for ratification of the Constitution. 
Figure 9: Another Vote "Yes" announcement 

• Another shorter slogan carrying a similar intent is placed at the bottom of the 
newspaper, 'To ratify Constitution let's go to the polling booth' (page 16) 

• 11 May 2008: The headline of the newspaper on that day shows the 
representing body of the country and his wife voting in the referendum: 
'Senior General Than Shwe, wife Daw Kyaing Kyaing cast votes in 
Referendum for Approval of the Constitution' (page 1) 

• Referendum activities shown to be held in divisions and states of the country. 
'Referendum for Approval of Constitution held in Mandalay Div' (page 2) 
'Referendum for Approval of Constitution held in Kayin State' (page 2) 
'Diplomats observe Bago Division Referendum' (page 2) 
'Myanmar holds referendum for emergence of modern developed discipline
jlourishing democratic nation.' (page 2) 
'Referendum for Approval of Constitution held in Nay Pyi Taw' (page 2) 
'Referendum held in 19 Townships of Ayeyawady Division' (page 2) 
'Referendum for approval of the constitution held in Shan State (North)' (page 4) 
'Referendum held in Kachin State' (page 4) 

Figure 10: A cartoon depicting all ethnics marching for the same destination 
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• This comic puts Nargis into the same category with the "internal and external 
saboteurs." It is odd because, whereas internal and external saboteurs, if they 
exist are made up of people and can be predictable to some extent, a natural 
disaster cannot be fully anticipated and it does not have an intention to 
sabotage the country and prevent it from reaching its goal of becoming a 
"peaceful, modern and developed" nation. A government that wants to gain 
people's support thorough a legitimate means frequently uses a time right 
after a natural disaster to show they care for the people. This, however, is not 
the case here so the motives of the government are highly questionable and it 
reflects upon the newspaper it owns and runs. 

'Referendum held in Shan State (East)' (page 8) 
'Diplomats observe polling stations in Bago Division (West)' (page 8) 
'Referendum held in five townships in Yangon Division' (page 9) 
'LPDR Deputy Defense Attache observed referendum in Taunggyi' (page 10) 
'Diplomats conducted around polling stations in Nay Pyi Taw' (page 10) 
'Referendum for approval of constitution held in Mandalay Division' (page 10) 
'Referendum held in Dawei' (page 10) 

• The sentence below is a unique piece of news because this is the first mention 
in the newspaper talking about the mechanics of the voting process and it's 
hint at legitimacy by showing the international community's audience to the 
voting process. But the news article mentions neither the specifics of the 
voting process nor the details of how the votes will be counted once the voting 
period end. Therefore, here it is reasonable to ask whether The New Light of 
Myanmar have fulfil the duty of a newspaper and observations from the 
diplomats cannot be indefinitely translated to the fair and just voting because 
the newspaper fail to report on this issue any further. 

'Diplomats observe vote casting, counting of ballot papers in Taikkyi, Hlegu' 
(page 10) 

• 12May- 14 May 2008: No mention of the referendum in the entire newspaper 
except for one slogan on the bottom of the first page, which says, 'Emergence 
of the State Constitution is the duty of all citizens of Myanmar Naing-Ngan.' 
(page l)[Naing-Ngan is a Burmese word meaning country] 

• 16 May 2008: The result of the referendum is announced on the first page of 
the newspaper together with the announcement concerning the cyclone 
Nargis. The two announcements are displayed side by side. The headline 
concerning the referendum states: 'Over 92 percent say "Yes" to Referendum' 
and it shows and explains about the number of "yes" and "no" votes together 
with the eligible number of voters. Other reports on the same issue includes a 
short news item named, "Commission for Holding Referendum holds meeting 
No 912008" (page 6) 
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• Another news item concerning the referendum is the article, "Referendum 
held in Kawthoung"(page 9). Again here, this news article questions the vote 
counting process because the results are already out yet a specific region is 
still voting. If all regions have not finished voting then 

• 17 May- 26 2008:'Emergence duty of the State Constitution is the duty of all 
citizens of Myanmar Naing-Ngan.' (page 1) 

• 27 May 2008: 

- -·--- ~--~-~~--- ·---·--·--------
92 .48 p<"'r<."ent app1·ove C:onstitution 
NAY PY! TAw. 26 Moy- The Commission for Holding the Rcfcrcndum of the Union ofMyonmartoday issucdAnnowiccmcnt No. 121200! 

:1a1ea 26 May, 2008. 
The full ll!Xl of the announcemmt is ""'folluw.: 

Union of Myanmar 
Commission for Holding the Referendum 

Announcement No. 12/2008 
7th Waning ofKllsoo 1370 ME 

(26 May 2008) 

Announcement on results of the referendum held ln the whole country 
I. The rcfcrcwlum for "PP"""'l of tbe dtaft constitution of the Rcpublio of the Uoion ofMyonmar was held successfully in 278 townships ow 
Jf 325 townships in the whole oowitry on 10 May, 2008 and the oommission 811DOwtOCd the results of the n:fa:crulum with the Announccmco• 
No. 10/2008 dated IS May, 2008. In aocord with thoAnnounccmcnt No. 8/2008 dated 6 May, 2008, the referendum was held on 24 May, 200! 
in 40 toonships in Yangon Division and seven townships in Aycyowady Division that were hit hard by Cyolonc "Nargis". The oommissioc 
mnonnced the n:sults of the referendum held on 24 May, 2008 with the Announcemcot No. I li2008 dated 26 May, 2008. 

Figure 11: Referendum result announcement 

Over 92 percent in re1naining Tps cast 4"Yes" vote 
NAYP\1 TAW. 26 May-The-Co1U11tissio11fur Holding rile ReferendumoftM Uuion<.ifMyru.unartodny 1.si!Ued • .:\nnoonct'llle'lltNo. 1 L'200S dated 26 

Mav, 100!1. 
Titrfull tt'.xtofthemJnouncemenr is as follows; 

Union of Myan1nar 
Conunisslon for Holding the Referendum 

Announcement No. 11/2008 
7thWaulngoCKason 1370 ~IE 

(26 :\lay 2008) 
Announcement on 1·esults of the refe1-..ndnm held In 4 7 townships In Yangon and Ayeyawady Dhislons 

1 The- refereudtun for approval of the- draft r.ous(itution Ctf the R.eyublic of the Uruon of Myanmar wa<;. held \tJCcesil'ully u1 278 tmvu'io!up;, out of 3 2:' 
tl1\\nr;lllps m ilie whole i."ouutry on lO May, W08 nod the corutm\si011 annowiced the 1~ul11i oftlte r~fere-ndum "\\-l.th the- Anri..nm{'erUE.'rlt No. 10/2008 dated 
15 May ~OOB 
2 Iu acrord with rhe-.Ari.nonncemeut No. &-200R dated 6 May, 2008 the1-Jerendwu was h-e.ld on 2-t May, .!OOS 11140 fowu~tp, in YauFOU Di\isioo and 
seven to\\'U\:lllp"> in A}-eyawady Di\·i.s1on that '""ere hit hard by c..,.'C'lone ··Na.rp-is"'. Tiie following is the l't">ulli of tl.e refenmdtuu: 

(a) Nwuberofet:.igible voters 4,SS0,393 
tb) Nuanberoftho'lo"whoca~tvote 4.280.015 (9.l44p.M't'en0 
{c) N~r ofthoit ivho can '-Yn.'\-oft 3,977,528 (9l.9J .f"'rceut) 
(d) Nmuber of thow- \Vho ca<:.t ·--.So'' \"ote .?56.~3'.?: { S.99 pert't!!Jltj 

(e-) Number of c.nnce-Ued \'"Of~ -16.25:> ( 1.08 pe1't'eut) 
The (Otum.1.o,;.siou hf'reby anncmi..:;e-'i that 3,977.:"28 of 4.280,CH5 Yoter\ ca;t '·Yf'~·· Yote. accountir-...@" for 91.93 pel\"'mr m 1he refet?O.dum held m 47 

t0\\1l'>lupi- m Yangon and Ayeyawady DiVJ.'loiOn"). 
(Auu~Toe) 
Cltauman 

Conuim.-Hon fot Holdiu~ tlle Retere·ndum 

Figure 12: Referendum result announcement with percentages 

As we can see, the above table focuses on the events of May 2008 and the 

materials which were printed during that month. The materials gathered include 
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poems, editorial articles, comics and slogans which appeared in the newspaper during 

that month together with the announcement of the referendum results. 

The objective of this table is to show that even during a time of natural 

disaster the newspaper's focus does not lie in the natural disaster updates. Its focus is 

as we can see on the referendum as the voting was not postponed either. The priority 

given in The New Light of Myanmar here can be seen as equal to the government's 

priority. And this priority is to have the constitution rectified. Also, from reading the 

slogans, we can see that what the government wants is for the people to vote "YES," 

in the name of, "patriotism" and "nationalism" and not just to vote. From the slogans 

we can see that the government is very enthusiastic about the referendum and wants 

people to support it. But the slogans also show us that the people are not given any 

reasons why they should vote "yes" in the referendum. What is done instead is telling 

people that if they do not cast an affirmative vote they are not being patriotic and 

nationalistic enough. In effect this can .lead us to a conclusion that real opinions of the 

people do not matter. This fact challenges the newspaper's reliability and 

trustworthiness. 

Similarly, if we look at the pictures in the comics, we can see that they try to 

simplify people's opinions by making them say things such as, "We all corporate" 

and "We defend ourselves together." This is clearly an oversimplification of the 

diversity of people and their opinions. Lastly, the above table tries to challenge one of 

the major criteria used to evaluate a newspaper: priority. If priority is not given to the 

more important topic, then this newspaper's objective to serve as an information 

provider the public is greatly challenged. In the next section we will discuss The New 
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Light of Myanmar's coverage of some news with regard to their timeliness, and 

priority. 

Cyclone Nargis 

The following section deals with the way the newspaper reports natural disasters, 

disease . outbreaks and threats. This section will focus on The New Light of 

Myanmar's announcements before the cyclone Nargis disaster (2008). The table 

below shows the weather reports before the N argis Cyclone hit Burma. 

-·------·------+---------------+-------·---------·---
Weather report: The New Light 
of Myanmar. 29 Apr 2008 

Weather report: The New 
Light of Myanmar. 1 May 
2008 

Table 1: Weather reports before and after the Nargis cyclone. 

Weather 
Light of 
2008 

report: The New 
Myanmar. 2 May 

On May 2, 2008, the Cyclone Nargis, a category 3 cyclone struck the 

Irrawaddy Division of Burma and then moved on to striking Burma's largest city, 

Rangoon with winds of up to 190 kph around 6:30 pm local time (Martin and 

Margesson. p.6). According to the Indian Metrological Department (IMD), the cyclone 

started forming since April 27th and on April 28th, IMD upgraded the storm into the 

Cyclonic Storm Nargis while it was located about 550 km (340 mi) east of Chennai, 
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India (Voice of America News online). Initially, Nargis was estimated to hit the 

Bangladesh region only but on April 29 the wind slowed down, on May 1 the cyclone 

intensified rapidly and on May 2 the cyclone reached its peaked winds of 215 km/h 

(135 mph). According to The Times, the Indian Metrological Department stated that 

they had given a forty eight hours warning to the Burmese agencies to prepare for the 

incoming cyclone (The Times online). 

The table above shows that The New Light of Myanmar could have done more 

to alarm the general public about the natural disaster which was expected to happen 

in the country since the weather department also had known beforehand that it was 

going to happen. The lack of news about the cyclone resulted either because the 

newspaper was pressurised by the government to focus on the referendum only or 

perhaps it was due to a simple mistake of not getting the information on time as it 

was claimed. There might be other reasons involved but either way, the impression 

that the readers are likely to get is that the newspaper failed to inform the people 

about a natural disaster which might have saved the lives of some of those who died 

during the disaster. 

Next, we will discuss the media coverage after the Nargis cyclone. After 

taking a break from printing the newspaper for two days due to the disaster, The New 

Light of Myanmar resumed its publication on 5 May 2008. Nargis was in the 

headlines of the newspaper until 19 August 2008 and we will look at some of the 

news articles, editorials and pictures included in the newspaper during this period. 
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l\\o severe '\Otrnn~ wind and another storm in 
Yangon and neighbouring area~ 

Figure 13: Headline and pictures showing the soldiers helping to clear the roads after 
Nargis (5 May 2008) 

If we look at all the headlines of the news articles on 5 May, 2008, we can 

notice a pattern. The main headline reads "Relief measures taken in Nargis-hit 

areas," the next headline being, "No sever strong wind and another storm in Yangon 

and neighbouring areas," with the picture of soldiers removing the fallen trees on a 

street in the old capital of Burma. Another picture under the same article shows a 

street in downtown Rangoon (Yangon) with moving vehicles. The next headline 

reads "Two ministers provide cash and kind to storm victims of Mawlamyaingyun," 

together with pictures with the caption of, "Yangon returns to normalcy after clearing 

of debris caused by cyclone Nargis" and so on. Some of the remaining articles have 

titles . such as, "Measures coordinated for normalcy of communication services," 

"Roads re-cope with vehicles," "Relief aids arrive in Hainggyi," and "External and 

domestic flights will operate regularly beginning 5 May." 

As it can be observed from the two pictures provided, we can understand that 

the government wants to make use of the natural disaster to prove that the authorities 

are helping the people by printing pictures showing soldiers helping clean up the 

debris and trees blocking the roads. Such pictures can serve as a way to tell the 
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international community that the government is sending out its soldiers to help the 

civilians. They can also demonstrate to the people inside the country from regions 

which were not affected by the cyclone that the government cares in compensation 

for not postponing the referendum. Other pictures show the downtown area of 

Rangoon with traffic and people on the roads suggesting that the situation has 

returned to normal. This urgency might be explained in terms of the need of the 

government to show to the international community that it was not necessary to 

postpone the referendum after all. 

It is important to notice that the essential information, such as the death toll of 

the disaster or the damage assessment were not discussed in the newspaper at all, 

except for a small article with the title of, "Death toll after storm Nargis" sourced 

from the MNA (Myanmar News Agency) which stated that the death toll in one 

township out of the three divisions and two states affected by the storm amounted to 

109 · people. This fact demonstrates the dishonest nature of the newspaper because 

when flipping through its pages the readers might be fooled to believe that the 

newspaper is quoting the number of casualties, when in reality only the death toll 

from one small region is being noted. What we can understand from the gathered 

information is that the newspaper not only failed to make the urgent announcement 

concerning the oncoming cyclone, but also it did not provide any realistic assessment 

of the disaster. Also the government can be observed to manipulate the existing 

situation to suit its politics and paint a good image of itself. 
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The Tainted Milk Issue 

In this section we will discuss The New Light of Myanmar's biased coverage 

of a recent health hazard issue: tainted milk products from China. Before getting to 

the data a brief background of this issue needs to be mentioned. In September 2008, 

dangerously high levels of the industrial chemical known as melamine in powdered 

baby milk and other dairy products in China sparked worldwide safety concerns 

(BBC News online). The issue came under spotlight on September 10 when China 

revealed that 14 babies fell ill after drinking the same brand of powdered milk. On 

September 12, the Sanlu Group admitted that its powdered milk was contaminated 

with the toxic melamine. On September 23, numerous countries across Asia started to 

test the powdered milk from China or pull it out from the shops. While there were 

high concerns about the tainted milk in the neighbouring countries, the Burmese 

state-run daily is not seen to carry any report related to the issue until September 25. 

On September 25, the state-run daily carried a report on the Health Minister 

Kyaw Mint's inspection tour of hospitals and the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) department. The Minister instructed paediatricians on how "to check children" 

for possible illness related to the consumption of contaminated milk and checked on 

the possible presence of melamine in powdered milk at the FDA laboratory in 

Rangoon. Despite several references to the tainted milk issue, the report failed to link 

the milk to China. 

Similarly, on 26 September, in the article titled "Milk Powder and Health" in 

The New Light of Myanmar, the author-a doctor-failed to mention China in 

relation to the incident, saying "According to a news story, two children in Hong 
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Kong had gall stones in their kidneys." Concluding, the article said, "The problem is 

now rife across the world, not in one country alone." 

A Xinhua report and unsourced Internet reports were published in the 

international news sections of The New Light of Myanmar on 20 and 24 September. 

The Xinhua report said: "Most liquid milk in China does not contain melamine." 

What the papers characterized as "Internet" reports carried upbeat references to 

China, saying: "China removes 7000 tonnes of tainted milk from retail outlets" and 

"China strengthens quality supervision on export foods and goods." 

During the month of October as well, The New Light of Myanmar continues to 

show its sensitivity in reporting the milk issue. Two of the government-issued 

announcements cautioning the public to avoid certain products because they contain 

melamine seemed carefully designed to obscure China's involvement in the issue. 

The announcements - "No.41/2008" on 9 October and "No. 42/2008" on 13 October 

-were widely publicized by Burma's state-run newspapers. 

The 9 October announcement mentioned China only once, explaining that 

there are "children in some countries including China are suffering from kidney 

stones after consuming the tainted milk powder contaminated with melamine, and 

some children died." The announcement then warned the public not to consume 

several products -:- which are known to be produced in China - but did not indicate the 

country of origin for any of the products. As published, the list reads: "(a) Star Milk 

Powder (20gm) (b) Crown (c) Happy Baby Toys (d) Dulac (Dumex) step 1 (Infant 

Formula) (e) Star (450 gm) (f) Mandalay-Raw Milk Powder (g) Whole Sweet Milk 
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Powder (Two Cows Shi Lin) (h) Rainbow Milk Powder (i) Enfagrow Milk Powder" 

(The New Light of Myanmar, 10 October). 

* Fo1· the health of babies 

Mothe1· 's milk the best 
* If mother's milk is not 

suffident 

Cow or goat's milk can be 
used 

* Always boil the milk l The best for health 

Figure14: Notification concerning 
with the milk contamination 

The 13 October announcement added 

additional products to the list and provided 

country of origin tags - "Korea" and "China" 

for two products. As published, the second list 

reads: 

"(j) Full Cream Milk Powder-Golden River (k) 

Calcium milk Powder-Butterfly (1) Full Cream 

Milk Powder-Yu-Li (m) Sweet Whey Powder (n) Non-Dairy Creamer (Korea) (o) 

Non-Dairy Creamer (China) (p) Elfalac Al+" (The New Light of Myanmar, 14 

October). As par Figure 14, the notification is made without any mention of either 

China or tainted milk - appeared in the newspaper since 10 October (The New Light 

of Myanmar, 10 October.) 

The nature of these reports and announcements shows the close ties Burma 

has with China, who is not only its leading investor but also its primary ally, 

supporting the junta in various decisions regarding its iron fisted rule which are 

frequently opposed by the international community. As a result of this close tie, the 

newspaper's objectivity to inform the public has been pushed aside and only a limited 

view of the general scope of the situation is discussed in the newspaper. It shows the 

government's priority when choosing between the interest of the public's safety and 

its relationship with close allies. A possible conclusion that can be reached is that the 
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government is willing to risk the lives of its citizens in favour of protecting the image 

of its ally. 

The Saffron Revolution 

The following section is devoted to the notions of the freedom of assembly and the 

freedom of press. If a country enjoys a certain amount of freedom a newspaper is 

expected to carry two sides of the story in a conflict situation. We will look at the 

September Saffron Revolution in this part to discuss this topic. The freedom of 

assembly is defined in this thesis as the right of people to gather in a peaceful protest 

without fear of government harassment or intrusion. It is related to issues of freedom 

of speech, religion and the right to petition to the government (UDHR, Article 20). 

These issues are in tum related to the freedom of opinion-any person should have 

the right to have opinions and to express them without the fear of interference and to 

receive information and ideas through any media regardless of frontiers (EDHR, 

Article 19). With these definitions in mind, let us now look at the newspaper's 

presentation of the September Saffron Revolution. 

The New Light of Myanmar has mostly been seen to openly denounce the 

actions of National League for Democracy (NLD), the only prominent Burmese 

opposition group working inside the country, yet the NLD's voice is never present in 

the state-run newspaper to counter argue any accusations made by the government. 

On the other hand, the newspaper never ceases to present the news related to the 

gatherings of people in support of the government's decisions and on some days, this 

news is mentioned several times in different articles. In this section, the nature of this 

type of news coverage is compared. 
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Firstly, we will look at the largest public gathering in Burma after two 

decades since the last military coup in 1988. The protest was initially known to have 

been started by students and women, mostly housewives, who could not afford to buy 

food for their families. The protest started on August 24 2007, although there have 

been sources reporting an earlier date as well (Booth, The Times online ). The monks 

are known to have led the protest from September 2 until September 27, 2007 when 

the authorities arrested the protesters. The New Light of Myanmar has been 

surprisingly slow in reporting about the protests. 

The state-run newspaper maintained a total blackout in reporting of the 

protests until September 25, nearly a month after the protests had started. The first 

acknowledgment of the protests by the newspaper is featured with the headline 

announcement, "State Sangha Maha Nayaka Committee has duty to reinforce and 

observe basic principles and rules and regulations and implement religious matters. 

The directives state all the rules and regulations for the monks prohibiting them from 

participating in secular affairs" (The New Light of Myanmar, 25 Sep. 07. page 1). 

The announcement warns monks not to participate in the protests. The feature articles 

of the day also aim at preventing the monks from participating in the protests while 

stressing the alleged US and foreign media (VOA, BBC, RF A and DVB) news 

broadcasters' major involvement in instigating the people to start civil unrest. As the 

protests continue the official newspaper continues to carry reports on government's 

endeavours - building bridges, roads, and dams, as well as on military families 

donating cash and provisions to monks. All these actions are showcasing the 
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government's efforts to improve the living conditions in Burma and particularly to 

indicate the government's support for Buddhist monks. 

On 26 November, the newspaper stated that ''protest is not the work of Sangha 

[monks]" in its headlines. On 27 November, on the back cover of the newspaper we 

read: "Protesters throw stones at members of security forces and use catapults. Two 

senior police, six others wounded. Two senior police, six others wounded. One 

protestor killed, three wounded." At the same time, media organizations outside the 

country estimate the number of causalities to be much higher although no one knows 

the exact number of arrests and deaths. On 28 November, The New Light of 

Myanmar, again on the back cover of the newspaper states that the "Demonstrators 

stone security forces, use catapults, Security members fire warning shots as 

protesters turning blind eye to repeated requests." On all the three days there are no 

photographs present regarding the situations and the headlines on the cover of the 

newspaper report about high-ranking ministers attending several trade fairs, praying 

and making merits for the full moon day, paying homage and donating to the monks 

at the same time urging the monks not to protest. 

Another important fact misreported by the newspaper is the death of the 

Japanese journalist, Nagai Kenji, who was the only foreign journalist who died during 

the crackdown of the protest. The footage of his death, shot by a citizen from his 

apartment window with his mobile phone camera, was immediately widely 

disseminated and was available to be seen on several news websites (The Times 

online ). While the international response to this video was full of anger and shock, 

with accusations of "deliberate shooting," The New Light of Myanmar reported the 
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case on 28 November, 2007, one day after the incident, stating, "Among the dead was 

a Japanese named Mr Nagai Kengi, 52. He was killed while gathering news amidst 

the protests although he was here on a tourist visa. Together with him at the time 

were a Canon video camera and a mobile phone, it is learnt." From the language 

used, we get the impression that although Mr. Nagai Kenji was shot to death, he was 

not supposed to be filming the protest since he was on a tourist visa. The language 

used is not apologetic, but rather distant and maybe even to a certain extent putting 

the blame on the victim. On another level, the message can also be read as a warning 

to all the journalists and others who dare to take pictures of the protests with their 

cameras and mobile phones that they too may be shot. 

The headlines of The New Light of Myanmar for the rest of the month remain 

unchanged, carrying similar messages of warning aimed at the protesters while 

blaming the foreign media and broadcasting stations and accusing the United States 

of instigating instability in the country. Judging from the headlines in the newspaper 

only (without taking into account the information from other news media from both 

the local and international community), we can see that the protests are definitely 

continuing and that they are led by monks, which must be the reason why the 

generals are making announcements and giving warnings. But if this is the case, we 

are also told that the monks are the people who build the catapults and hurt the 

soldiers and authorities. 

It is indeed a questionable, if not a doubtful, image to paint in one's mind that 

shows the monks building catapults and throwing rocks at the soldiers. If the monks 

did attack the authorities, what had the authorities done to deserve such a response? 
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Another discrepancy is the fact that no pictures of the protesters were shown in the 

newspaper at the time of the protests. If the monks did commit the crimes they were 

accused of, why did the newspaper not print any photographs as evidence in support 

of their statements? One possible explanation is that perhaps the photographs did not 

carry the same message as the headlines and articles. If there is a protest then there 

must be demands but the demands of the people, i.e. to lower the prices of 

commodities, were not mentioned directly. The only mention of the protesters' 

demands can be found in the feature articles but the follow up on how these demands 

were answered is not reported. 

The objectivity of The New Light of Myanmar's news reporting is highly 

questionable at this point, but to make the point stronger, let us will compare it with 

the way the newspaper reports on the multiple gatherings of the people in support of 

the government's constitution, in denunciation of the National League for Democracy 

(NLD), and of the rallying to denounce the protests led by the monks. What is 

interesting, in the case of these kinds of rallies and supportive demonstrations, many 

photographs are presented and multiple articles focusing on the same topic in various 

geographical locations are seen published on the same day. 
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Editorial Article Titles 

The following section summarises the editorial article topics which have been written 

during four years (January to December 2006, 2007, 2008 and January- August 

2009), together with the density or the approximate number in which they appear in 

The New Light of Myanmar. The table has two columns: the first column shows the 

topics which fall into different categories and the second column shows the numbers 

of articles in the specified categories. 

The first category is National Convention and the articles which fall under 

this category have titles, such as: "All citizens are to take part in tasks to successfully 

hold the National Convention" (26 January 2006), "Rights will be available only if 

they are rightfuI" (26 May 2008, NLM), "Delegate groups submit suggestions on 

detailed basic principles for legislation of Pyidaungsu Hluttaw, " "Pyithu Hluttaw, " 

"Amyotha Hluttaw, and Region and State Hluttaws to the Plenary Session of the 

Natibnal Convention" (10 January 2006) and so on. 

The second category is Articles Written in Support of Constitution and 

Seven-Step Roadmap: "The New Constitution and Union System" (1 April 2008, 

NLM), "Do not derail the democratic process" (28 September 2008), "Myanmar 

pursuing goal of democracy with transparency and time frame" (26 September 2008), 

"True Patriotism and Nobel Tatmadaw" (29 March 2006) and so on. The third 

category is Educational Articles, such as "Fire Prevention" ( 4 August 2006 NLM), 

"Health Education" (18 September 2009 NLM), and so on. The fourth category is 

Awards and Ceremonies and any opening ceremony or awards are included under 

this category, such as "Literacy Day" (6 September 2006 NLM), "Independence 
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Day" ( 4 January 2008 NLM), and so on. The fifth category is Press Conferences, 

such as "Press conference on economic growth of Myanmar" ( 1 7 December 2006 

NLM), "Press Conference regarding John Yettaw" (7 August 2009 NLM). The sixth 

category is for articles which showcase the developments during the time of the 

Tatmadaw (Military) government. Some example articles here are "Developments in 

the Shan State under the Tatmadaw (Military) government" (26 May 2008), 

"Progress of Communication Sector in the Time of Tatmadaw Government" (27 

March 2009) and so on. 

The seventh category is Government Policies on ASEAN and 

Neighbouring Countries and the eight category is Articles Discriminating Againg 

Specific Opposition Leaders and Western News Agencil's. Some sample titles are 

- "Tsunami, Mattel and Skyful of lies" (27 September 2007), "Beware of rats that are 

trying to make holes in the walls of the granary" (19 June 2008) and so on. The final, 

ninth category refers to Intentionally Chosen Historical Facts to support the 

government's actions and some headlines under this topic are: "Myanmar did not 

become democratic due to early restoration of independence by the British" (29 June 

2006 NLM), "Trickery employed by Opportunists" (23 November 2006. NLM), "No 

one should serve as stepping stones of politicians" (13 October 2007), and so on. 

--------····------------------~--------

Approximate J 

number of articles I 
written within four 1 

Topic 

........................................................................................... -··-··-·····-···-···-···--····-·--·········································--·····--··-················· ............................................... . ... Y~a.:.:.r:: ... s:: .......................................................................... ; 
1. National Convention 348 

263 2. Assertive Articles Written to Support the Constitution and 
the Seven Step Road Map I 
t-------~---~-------------'----------·-·-·-f 

3. Educational Articles 57 
4. Awards and Ceremonies 108 
5. Press Conferences 63 
""""""'""""'"""""""'"""""""""'"""'"'"""""-""""""-'""'""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""' ......... -·-····-·-·················•""""""""""'"'-·---··-··················"""""""'""'"""""""""""""""""""""""---""'"'"'"""'···-·---"""""""··········-·--·-.. ---··-·······················""'"-""'; 
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··················-·-··· .......... ........ ·-···-···-······ ··········-·----....... .................................. _ .. __ ,, ...... ~ .. -.. -·-···· ........... ......... -..... 

6. Sho;~~se ~fDevelopments of the States and Divisions 140 
·-
7. Government Policies on ASEAN and Neighbouring 139 
Countries ,.... ---· 
8. Articles Discriminating Against Specific Opposition 217 
Leaders and Western News Agencies 
9. Referring to Intentionally Chosen Historical Facts to 105 _J Support the Government's Actions 
Table 2: Frequency of editorial articles under different categories written during the 
last four years 

The objective of the above table is to show that during the last four years from 

an approximate total of 1,440 editorial articles, give or take about seven days due to 

the unavailability of some issues, the number of articles written in support of the 

government is very large. The data in the table has been calculated on the basis of 

examining every available issue of The New Light of Myanmar newspapFrom the 

numbers we can see the basic number of articles written to support the government. 

Compared with this, the number of educative articles is very low, and there is also the 

question of whether these articles were truly educational or not. The numbers from 

the table show that The New Light ofMyanmar, writes articles for the government all 

year round and every article coincides with the government's plan. There are also no 

different opinions and no voice of the opposition mentioned in the newspaper. This 

data will be used again in Chapter 3 to help in examining the purpose and ideology of 

the propaganda presented in the newspaper. 
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Slogans, Exhortations and Advertisements 

In this final section, I would like to present two more types of materials extracted 

from The New Light of Myanmar: all the usual slogans and exhortations presented 

every day and in every version of The New Light of Myanmar and the advertisements 

which are sometimes included in the newspaper. 

• On top of the front page of all the issues of The New Light of Myanmar there is 
always an indication of the way to auspiciousness, changed on a weekly basis, e.g.: 

"Dhammacariya ca - lawful-conduct; this is the way to auspiciousness", "Virati papa, to refrain from 
sin; this is the way to auspiciousness", "Brahmacariyafica, chastity; this is the way to auspiciousness." 

• All the issues carry some or all of the following slogans or exhortations: 

"Emergence of the State Constitution is the duty of all citizens of Myanmar Naing-Ngan" 

PEOPLE"S DESIRE 
* Oppose those relying on external elements, acting as stooges, holding negative views 
*Oppose those trying to jeopardize stability of the State and progress of the nation 
* Oppose foreign nations interfering in internal affairs of the State 
* Crush all internal and external destructive elements as the common enemy 

FOUR POLITICAL OBJECTIVES: 
* Stability of the State, community peace and tranquillity, prevalence oflaw and order; 
*National reconsolidation; 
* Emergence of a new enduring State Constitution; 
* Building of a new modem developed nation in accord with the new State Constitution. 

FOUR ECONOMIC OBJECTIVES: 
* Development of agriculture as the base and all round development of other sectors of the economy as 
well; 
*Proper evolution of the market-oriented economic system; 
*Development of the economy inviting participation in terms of technical know-how and investments 
from sources inside the country and abroad; 
*The initiative to shape the national economy must be kept in the hands of the State and the national 
peoples. 

FOUR SOCIAL OBJECTIVES: 
*Uplift of the morale and morality of the entire nation; 
* Uplift of national prestige and integrity and preservation and safeguarding of cultural heritage and 
national character; 
*Uplift of dynamism of patriotic spirit; 
*Uplift of health, fitness and education standards of the entire nation. 

People's Desire 
[] We favour stability. 
D We favour peace. 
D We oppose unrest and violence. 
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Who are the winners, who the losers from violent protests? 
D Due to violence and unrest, Peace-loving people have to live in state of alarm, Learning of students 
disrupted, Commodity flow stagnant, Vendors have hard times, Passenger transport services delayed 
D Due to violence and unrest, Only the notorious neo-colonialists benefited, Instigators covertly 
earning dollars, Expatriates and ax-handles living in luxury, Followers of colonialists earning 
handsome dollar rewards 

D RF A, VOA and BBC airing skyful of lies 
U RFA, VOA and BBC saboteurs, watch your step! 
D The public be warned of killers in the air waves - RF A, VOA and BBC 

- Skyful liars attempting to destroy nation 
- BBC lying VOA deceiving RF A setting up hostilities 
- Beware! Don't be bought by those slickers 
Table 3: Slogans and exhortations carried by The New Light of Myanmar 

As seen from the material presented in this table, The New Light of Myanmar 

appears as an obvious tool used by the government to instil the kind of thinking 

which the government wants to see. The economic, social and political objectives 

appear not only in The New Light of Myanmar, they also appear in every text book, 

novel, magazine, any type of print publication, films, radio and television programs 

made with the consent of the government. The purpose of these objectives will be 

discussed in more detail in Chapter 3. At this point, these slogans and exhortations 

are quoted to demonstrate that the newspaper aims to create the appearance of the 

unity, "People's Desire," yet we do not see any trace of what individual people 

actually have to say because they are always mentioned as a group with the same 

desires or objectives. 

Another important issue here is to see how the government tries to unite the 

people by giving them a common external enemy: BBC, VOA, RF A and other 

internal and external individuals who are supposedly trying to destabilize the nation. 

If this is so, we can always ask, where are these other people and why do they not 

make their voice heard? And the answer might either be because they are not real or 
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because they do not have any freedom to make their voices heard in the govemment

owned newspaper. Referring to the definition of propaganda, this is an example of 

limiting information to the people because chances are there will always be those who 

will want different objectives and who will have different political ideologies in any 

country so everyone should get a chance to be heard and to be convinced with reasons 

why they should support a certain political option. A government-owned newspaper 

indicates the nature of the government and also reflects on the government's view and 

expectations of the citizens. The above table can help us deduce who the readers of 

the newspaper are as well. We will return to this issue in Chapter 3. 

Newspapers mostly fund themselves from advertisements and they are known 

to be somewhat influenced by the person who provides the majority of funds for the 

newspaper and his/her ideology. They also frequently have to print stories in 

accordance with the readers' expectations and provide enough information to satisfy 

their curiosity because readership is the most important fact in publishing a 

newspaper. Advertisements are a rarity in The New Light of Myanmar. As mentioned 

before the newspaper is owned and funded by the government and to show that it 

does not need any special funding, in this last part of the chapter, I would like to 

quote some advertisements which actually appear in The New Light of Myanmar. 
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THE GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF MYANMAR 
Ml'i!STRY OF RAlL TRANSPORTAIION 

MYANMA RAILWAYS 
l:-IV!TATION lO SEALt.D TliNDER 

l . ~ealed Tender is in11i1ed by lllil)anma Railways, for supply oftbe follliwing 
St nres \~ :1 id1 \\ i l1 be purcha«<::d in M}llllnlllf K ya1; 
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! ~ITC MR( \·I l ' Ruh her Hose, fl.1'>11 & Nut, Wa~he~, MS Pipe. 

Quamity 
I· I.All 

(3J7-ltem~) :.oo&.Jtl09 A-800 Cnmpre;:Mlf, Mam !exhauster 1 NMV, Roller 
So:.iuing. Ball Rearing.. R11(,!ini•>r 12tl0mm.Grind~1g 
\l!!.:itir.e. Dtill \tocbin.:. MS f'law. Wdding Electrode. 
fled;ile Cwle W •!>!, CA:lk 1:111 s.nd1ei, ClKui: lirea.4-r, 
( dli~1 • 'fi· Mar~inti, Sl''e"~ l"tpll •. ?mk)11GG1.or, 
\.ult•F'• Cun.twl R<\;;) an<l1:lt. 

Ck•i>lDi!\ Date Tun,;· 3 Li.2008 {Th1.1nllw~) (!2:00Uio1ir:. 
·1ender do,;umenh ore available at ihe 11ff11,:e ~lf the Deputy licncra! 

\\Jn,1!?"" {S\lpplyl. \1) anma Railway5. Corner of::· l' Street and Merchant Stn.'Ct, 
fhHah1 a.in,;. Yan1:J.,1n startin£ from I SJi.~008 during the office hours. 
3. F<.1r farther details please call 01·2911'.\8.), 2'11994.Deput) ueneral Managc1 
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Figure 15 : One of the common advertisements in The New Light of Myanmar 

CLAL'\IS DAY :SOTICE 
l\IV BANGSAPHA. ~ VOYNO ( 67) 

Consignees of cargo camed on MV BA."'i
GSAPHAN VOYN0(67)111't'bftebynotifiedthatthe 
vessel will be arm'ingon IL 10.2008 and cargo will be 
discharged into the pRlllises ofMI.P ~it"''lll lie al 
the c~·s ink and~ awl subject to the 
byelaws and conditicm of the Port ofY angon. 

Damaged cargo l>i!I be surveyed daily from Sam 
to 11 :20 l1111awl 12 noon to 4 pm up to Claim!. Dayoow 
declared as thelhirddayafter final disclw:geof e&:ge 

from the vessel. 
Noclllimsagainstthis;-e,.>clwillbeadmittedafter 

the C.1ailm Day. 

i'>'HIPPING AGE.VC.'\'DEPARTML"\1 
lIYA."-'M."" PORT AFIHORIIY 

AGE:U FOR: MIS WONG SAML'T OCEAN 
SHIPPING CO, LTD 

Phone No: 2569191256916/256912 

Figure 16: Another usual type of advertisement found in The New Light of Myanmar 

This chapter has tried to show in more than one ways that The New Light of 

Myanmar's reporting the news is biased and that, most of the time, it does not meet 

the expectations of what a newspaper should be like, based on the qualities, such as: 

timeliness, proximity to local readers, and conflict reporting starting from the 

development of an issue till the end. What we find in The New Light of Myanmar 

instead is that it disseminate information and models of the expected behaviour of the 
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people approved of by the government and also that it limits information to create 

wrong impressions so that the readers have no choice but to agree with what the 

powerful elite wants them to. This chapter has been concerned with the news in the 

domestic sector only and we can guess that the publishers do want people to read the 

newspaper because of all the slogans and exhortations printed therein. But these 

slogans can also serve as a purpose to undermine the opinions of other countries who 

openly criticize the government and to boldly and blatantly promote the government 

by means of the newspaper. The next chapter will be concerned with the international 

news and the preference given to different countries. 
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Chapter (2): News Concerning the International Community 

In this chapter, topics concerned with international events included and excluded in 

The New Light of Myanmar are discussed with the aim of suggesting that the 

selection of news reported by the newspaper indicates a form of shaping the 

worldview and mental habits of the populace in favour of the newspaper's owner. 

Although these are necessary characteristics of dictatorial language, they cannot be 

called "propaganda" yet. Still, to prevent others from thinking of an alternate 

interpretation by not giving them a choice to think otherwise can be considered as 

such. This is what this chapter tries to achieve: to highlight the limited amount of 

news given by The New Light of Myanmar as possibly motivated by the aim of 

limiting its readers' views. 

This chapter is divided into two sections. The first section focuses on the news 

relating to the Western nations, such as the United States and the Great Britain. We 

will discuss which news gets to be reported together with the editorial articles, which 

are usually used to support the newspapers' agenda. The second section will compare 

some of the headlines to discuss the differences in the treatment each country 

receives, depending on its relationship with the Burmese government. Due to the 

abundance of data, the period of time has been limited to 2006, 2007, 2008 and 2009. 

The "significant" events which happened in the world discussed in this chapter are 

the events which have generally been accepted as significant on the global level, not 

merely important for a given country or a geographical location. These are major and 

ongoing events which have been tracked by media around the world and the list, used 
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for the sake of comparison to find out whether certain news were included in The 

New Light of Myanmar, has been compiled from several sources (Infoplease online). 

United States of America 

Before taking a look at the news reports concerning the relation between the United 

States and Burma, presently called Myanmar under the rule of the current 

government, some facts regarding the relationship between the two countries in 

question need to be explained briefly to help the reader explore possible reasons for 

the obviously strained portrayal of the United States in the state-run newspaper, The 

New Light of Myanmar. There is certainly a possibility of the United States having a 

baseline stance on describing Burma in their numerous newspapers and news 

agencies, but as this is not directly related to this paper, it will not be discussed. This 

paper discusses the reporting and journalistic standards seen in The New Light of 

Myanmar and the possibility of its being a propaganda tool for the Burmese State to 

influence and limit the views of the population by reporting certain news which might 

benefit their political agenda. 

The tensioned relationship between Burma and the United States begins with 

the terms, "Myanmar" and "Burma." Burma was the original name of the country 

until 1989 when the military government enacted the Adaptation of Expression Law 

to Myanmar, but since the democratically elected but not convened Parliament of 

1990 has not recognized the change of name, as a supporter of democratically elected 

governments, the U.S. Government does not support the term, Myanmar. 
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In recent decades, the U.S. Government maintained broad economic sanctions 

imposed on Burma and objected to many of the human rights violation issues 

regarding the Burmese government's actions in cases, such as the crackdown on the 

1988 student uprising, the closed trial imprisonment of political party members, and 

the recent crackdown on Buddhist monks in September 2007. The United States also 

remains the most outspoken petitioner for the famous political prisoner, Nobel Peace 

Prize Laureate Aung San Suu Kyi's, who has remained under repeated house arrest 

for 13 years. Based on these facts, the relationship between the US and Burma is full 

of tension and in recent years it has become more severely strained. The question 

arising here is how will a country represent an enemy state in its state-run newspaper? 

We will start by looking at how the news regarding the United States' policy on 

Burma and vice versa is reported in The New Light of Myanmar. 

In the aftermath of the cyclone Nargis, while acknowledging the receipt of 

relief assistance from several countries - Thailand, China, Singapore, Japan, 

Bangladesh, India, Laos, and the UN agencies - the official newspaper is not known 

to have reported on the aid offered by the United States. On May 7th 2008, in the 

article named, "International organizations donate medicines, food, cash and relief 

items to storm victims in Myanmar" (page 8), it failed to mention any US aid -

neither the initial emergency aid of $250,000 nor the follow-up aid of $3 million -

while the newspaper named other donor countries and organizations. 

On 15th May 2008, the first comment regarding the US' assistance to victims 

of the natural disaster was mentioned in the article, "Let's work together for the 

nation to be able to rise from natural disaster" by Hlaing Aung in The New Light of 
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Myanmar. Although, the article looks like it expresses a private opinion, as the name 

of the journalist is given, it has to be kept in mind that articles in the Burmese state

run newspapers are written with consent or on request from higher authorities and 

they fall under heavy censorship. The article mentions that the assistance received by 

Burma is "rather small" if compared with the assistance given to other countries in 

the region that suffered natural disasters. The writer recalls the assistance received by 

Bangladesh from the US in 2007 as "14.4 million US dollars" and by Indonesia 

during the tsunami in 2004 as "more than 800 US million dollars." It asserts that 

Myanmar people accept any kind of foreign aid with appreciation, regardless of the 

amount and that Myanmar leaves the door open to assistance from "friendly countries 

that have goodwill" for it. It also says that Burma "will not rely too much on 

international assistance and will construct the nation on self-reliance basis." 

On a similar topic, on 201
h and 2151 May 2008, a two-instalment article, "Let's 

replace earth bricks with stone ones" by Kyaw Min Lu, emphasizes in the first part 

that despite difficulties, the state is trying its best to send relief supplies to the storm 

victims as soon as possible by taking "systematic measures" for relief and distribution 

"in order not to cause delay." In the second part of the article the author emphasizes 

the "strings attached to the relief supplies" received from United States, by quoting an 

article by Sara Flounders, "US hostility hampers relief," who stated in her article that 

the Bush Administration was trying to profit from giving aid to Burma, hoping to 

receive natural resources and gas deposits in return. Kyaw Min Lu agrees with this 

notion and he concludes at the end of his article: "Myanmars are not a people who 
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are able to rise only with others' assistance and who know how to deal with things 

only after others have provided methods." 

On the other hand, the article confirms some news which the newspaper 

originally failed to mention. For example, The New Light of Myanmar did not 

mention that the US and French Naval ships which were carrying supplies for the 

victims were anywhere in the vicinity of Burmese waters, but the author of the article 

unwittingly or purposefully makes it a point to deny the fact that the government did 

not accept the supplies and also in a way acknowledges the presence of the US 

warships near the Burmese waters. As another example, the article also indirectly 

mentions possible transportation difficulties some regions might be facing due to the 

cyclone which the official newspaper news article failed to tackle. 

It is said that a picture is worth a thousand words. In this case, the picture 

•••••••••••••••• IC f,.,. •• ~ )I 
I' Jiunrymp.mal ....,,..., o!illO:amoat 
I ,.......,..ri..p1a<oulitt>toa...!<1nac1 
I L'lill•!lfitlt 

I • Oalyl:-!lpllilaltlohl,........,11!6tll (. 
...aioulilift'lliilllu.n ........... ................ 

T1·ue patriotism 
¢ef;·_,>:" ::~~·:.:::,,, 

shows the state's 

agenda towards the 

"Destructionist," 

possibly the 

United States. On 

2007 January 2, in 

celebration of the 

Maung Cbit Kaung 60th Anniversary of 

Figurel7: Cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar on January 2, 2007 
( page 7) the Independence 

Day of Burma, which falls on 4 January, the editorial included a cartoon depiction 

showing the men of Burma fighting against what seems like a pair of bird claws. If 
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we assume the bird to be an eagle, it is easy to make a connection with the United 

States that uses the eagle as a symbol of the country. This assumption can lead us to 

the apparent objective of the cartoon which suggests that true patriotism means to 

fight against the destructionist, the United States. 

In the following year -««•~·---"" ji 
I " Wt faronr slalKllcy 

'·' Wt faiwr peatc 

1 " We opp(m 1Jllf(~ j' 

I a11d violffii'e , 
'---- 'I 
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2008 January 2, another cartoon 

depicting a similar concept is 

found (Figure 2). In this comic 

as well we can observe what 

appears to be a foreign man, 
~H-l'Olionlnli.sfawf 

l11ttma:llE:um1al dtstnlCtioolim· 

judging from the attire, most Figure 18: A cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar 
on January 2, 2008 

likely a Western man with a top hat and a striped necktie who is called the, "Neo-

colonialist" appeared to be shaken by a hand representing "the entire people" of 
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Burma. It is obvious the 

character has prominent 

similarities with the typical 

caricature which represents 

America. On January 3, 2008 a 

similar cartoon is printed again 
Kmingllm 

Figure 19: A cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar (Figure 3 ). The silhouette of the 
on January 3, 2008. 

human figure again resembles depictions used to represent the United States. 

Also, on January 2, 2009 another cartoon was printed in The New Light of 

Myanmar (Figure 4). This time the cartoon clearly indicates the foreign force which 
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is out to "invade" other countries by pasting news titles such as, "US chopper guns 

down Iraqi civilians" and "Over 3200 Afghan civilians killed due to US and NATO 

air strikes." These statements make it clear for the readers who exactly the newspaper 
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means every time it uses such terms 

as, "neo-colonialist," and 

"alien invading forces." The 

uniqueness of all these political 

cartoons is the fact that they were 

included in The New Light of 

Myanmar as part of celebration of 

Figure 20: A cartoon found in The New Light of the Independence Day of Burma. 
Myanmar on January 9, 2009 

Burma was colonized by Britain and not by the United States. And all the feature 

articles and the cartoons mentioned before all carry one message: the United States is 

a neo-colonialist nation and all the people in the country must unite under the military 

government as to be protected from being colonized again. These kinds of cartoons 

are not found for other countries except for the United States. 

The same can be said about the editorial articles as well - they only carry a 

consistent resentment towards the United States accusing Americans of wanting to 

get economic gains from invading Burma. Since The New Light of Myanmar is a 

state-run newspaper, it is safe to assume that all its editorials and cartoons serve as a 

tool for suppqrting the political agenda of the government, and are meant to serve as 

an indication that a strong military government is needed for the country because of 

the countries like the United States. The articles paint the image of the United States 
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as a powerful yet ruthless nation with no respect for other countries' boundaries. On 

the other hand, the lack of contradiction from the opposition side makes the 

newspaper one-sided and biased, having low or non-existent journalistic standards 

and being an unreliable news source for its readers. 

Let us have a look on some more examples. The Secretary of the State, 

Hillary Clinton's Asian visit was given an extremely limited coverage that included 

reports of public protests against her taken fr~m unnamed sources. On 19th February, 

2008 The New Light of Myanmar carried an article from Jakarta sourced to "Internet" 

titled, "Some protests set for Clinton's Indonesian Visit." Another example of The 

New Light of Myanmar's coverage on anti-American protests during a high-profile 

US visit can be the coverage of the former US President George W. Bush's visit to 

Asia in August 2008. On the 9th August, 2008 The New Light Myanmar published a 

news article sourced to Xinhua reporting that protesters were fired at with water 

cannons as "President Bush got a volatile reception" in South Korea at the start of his 

Asian trip. 

President Barack Obama was elected to become the 44th American president 

on 4th November. The Burmese state-run newspaper reported sending the 

congratulatory note out on 8th November. The newspaper reported President's 

Obama's win on 5th November 2008 under the title, "Americans vote in historic polf' 

(page 3). The newspaper report indicates the Head of State and Vice-Senior General 

of Burma's slow response in sending the congratulatory note meanwhile other 

congratulatory notes to countries, such as Russia on the election of President Dmitry 

Medvedev was sent on 8th May, 2008 and appeared in the official newspaper on 9th 
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May 2008, on time. This can be a matter of bad journalism but on the other hand it is 

a significant matter on the global level and a major breakdown in the barrier of racial 

issues and the whole situation can be seen as a deliberate signature representing the 

state's choice to decrease the importance of events when they concern the United 

States. 

Similarly, in the case of sending congratulatory notes related to important 

national holidays, on July 5th 2008, the state-run newspaper broke its baseline 

coverage style of reporting news on sending congratulatory notes. Normally such 

notes are mentioned on the next day after they have been sent. This time the headlines 

read, "Senior General Than Shwe felicitates President Mr. Hugo Chavez" (page 1 ). 

This is a unique gesture because the Independence Day of the United States is on July 

4th and the Independence Day of Venezuela is on 5th July, which shows that not only 

did the government choose to ignore the Independence Day of one of countries which 

paid the largest amount of money to aid the Burmese people affected by the cyclone 

Nargis, but also that it deliberately decided to congratulate a nation that is in an 

obviously tense relationship with the United States. It also indicates the influence of 

the military on what is being put in the newspaper. 
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North Korea 

The official ties between North Korea and Burma were cut after the deadly terrorist 

attacks in 1983 when North Korean agents attempted to murder top-ranking South 

Korean government officials visiting Rangoon, the old capital. But over the past ten 

years, the two countries have renewed their ties and Burma has been rumoured to be 

upgrading its military equipments by buying it from North Korea. Due to the 

similarity in governing systems (both countries have military governments, and both 

are isolated), the relationship between Burma and North Korea seems to be 

progressing very fast with unconfirmed high-ranking officials' visits (not mentioned 

in The New Light of Myanmar) between the two countries. Both Burma and North 

Korea have been suspected by the UN and many international countries including the 

US, Britain and France, to be involved in the purchase and supply of weapons and 

army vehicles. 

On 26th April 2007, North Korea's official news agency, Korea Central News 

Agency (KCNA), reported the signing of the "joint communique" on the resumption 

of ties between North Korea and Burma but The New Light of Myanmar is not known 

to have reported the event on 2ih April and did not report later either. There were 

three other belated reports on Burma's agreements with three other countries during 

2006. On those occasions, the reports appeared a few days after the agreements were 

reached at Burma's Permanent Mission to the UN in New York which means there 

was delay in reporting of the events in The New Light Myanmar. The signing of the 

joint communique on the establishment of ties with East Timor at the UN on 26 
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September 2006 was reported in The New Light of Myanmar four days later. 

Similarly, in December 2006, the same paper reported Burma's new ties with 

Slovenia 10 days after the agreement was signed in New York and, also that same 

month, with Montenegro, 11 days after the ties were established. 

Recently, a North Korean cargo ship named Kang Nam 1, which set to dock at 

the Burmese port, Myanmar International Terminals Thilawa (MITT), was rumoured 

to be carrying weapons in defiance of the United Nations embargo (BBC News 

online ). The state-run newspaper denied the accusations by stating on 25th June 2009 

that Kang Nam 1 was not headed for Burma. However, it was added that Burma wase 

expecting another North Korean ship, the MV Dumangang, to arrive in Burma on 

June 27 to pick up 8,000 tons of rice. The ship was later known to return to North 

Korea without reaching Burma. There was no follow up to that information. 

When it comes to sending congratulatory notes to North Korea, not only did 

the· newspaper make the announcements on time but also the notes appeared to be 

upbeat in tone as well. On September 9th, 2007, three notes of felicitations were sent 

separately to Kim Jong 11, Chairman of the National Defence Commission, Kim Yong 

Nam, President of Presidium Supreme People's Assembly, and Kim Yong 11, Premier 

of Cabinet on the occasion of the "Day of the Foundation of the Democratic People's 

Republic of Korea." This was the first time the official Burmese newspaper has 

acknowledged the re-establishment of ties between the two countries. Similar 

messages were observed to have been sent in 2008 on the same occasion. No editorial 

articles which focus on North Korea have been written so far in The New Light of 

Myanmar. 
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China 

China and Burma have had a long standing business relationship since 1949. The 

Burmese word "Swemyo Paukphaw," which means "friends like relatives" or "friends 

like siblings" is used to describe the relationship between the two countries. This term 

is reserved for China only signifying the strength and the unique relationship the two 

countries share. However, the close ties China and Burma share today were not 

always like that. In 1967, anti-Chinese riots took place bringing the relationship to a 

halt. 

This changed, however, after the 1988 military coup in Burma. In 1954, 

Burma, China and India jointly proclaimed the "Five Principles of Peaceful Co

existence" that were subsequently adopted by the Non-Aligned Movement as the 

basic for international relations. The five principles are: ( 1) Mutual respect for each 

other's territorial integrity and sovereignty (2) Non-aggression (3) Non-interference 

in each other's internal affairs (4) Equality and mutual benefits, and (5) Peaceful co

existence and peaceful settlement of dispute (The Embassy of PRC in India website). 

Policies towards China changed under the current military government because of 

China's foreign policy of non-interference and Burma's geographic location. Burma's 

strategic location on the tri-junction of South Asia, Southeast Asia and China is 

potentially important for China to achieve its strategic presence in the Indian Ocean, 

and hence become a two-ocean power (Geng, p.14). 
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For economic reasons, China and neighbouring countries have been attracted 

to Burma's natural oil and gas resources. In fact, China and Burma have been in trade 

relations since as far back as the 11th century. At the present, China is involved in 

many infrastructure developments in Burma; it is also the biggest foreign investor. 

Other factors contributing to the close relationship between the two countries include 

the pressure from Japan and the Western countries, a,nd the European Union's stance 

towards Burma and its policy makers. The sanctions imposed on Burma by the US 

and the EU also seem to bring Burma closer to China. 

The New Light of Myanmar is seen to protect China by not mentioning some 

negative or difficult issues and presenting mostly positive information and reports 

about it. The recent issue which was covered up in The New Light of Myanmar was 

the tainted milk issue (mentioned in more detail in Chapter 1), where the 

consumption of powdered mil products containing melamine resulted in 296,000 

children falling ill (BBC News online). 

Close ties between Burma and China can also be seen from reading some of 

the editorial articles included in The New Light of Myanmar. On 1st January, 2008 in 

celebration of the Independence Day of Burma which falls on January 4th, the paper 

published an editorial article with the title, "Maintain Justice and Jndependency" 

(page 8) by Kya,w Min Aye. The article's main theme concerned Burmese history 

focusing on how China and Burma have managed to retain their relationship over the 

years only to come out as the closest allies. The article describes the long-standing 

relationship between China and Burma through the turbulent times in the past and 

through the modem times while at the same time criticising the United States by 
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using terms such as, "the US and its allied forces constructed Ledo Highway linking 

India, Myanmar and China in a desperate manner" or in another paragraph, "the CIA 

provided the remnant Chinese nationalists with arms and enabled them to take 

stronghold in Myanmar." 

Another part of the article, however, mentions China's role in giving a helping 

hand and financial aid for the economic development of Burma. It also states that 

because .of the "Five Principles of Co-existence," China and Burma have agreed to be 

"good neighbours" while allowing each other to remain in one own "sovereignty and 

independence," meaning the "non-interference policy" imposed by the Five 

Principles of Co-existence. The important fact about the article is that it was written 

in celebration of the 60th Anniversary of the Independence Day of Burma, yet it 

focuses mostly on the strong ties Burma has formed with its neighbours, China and 

India, while putting down the United States, even if Burma was actually occupied by 

the British. 
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Comparative Analysis of Media Bias 

In this section of the thesis, we shall examine sample headlines featured in The New 

Light of Myanmar in January 2008. The tables have six columns each: the first 

column numbers the items; the second one states the date on which the headlines 

appeared; the third column lists the headlines; the fourth column gives the section of 

the newspaper the headlines were taken from, e.g., economic, or international news; 

the fifth shows the page number the stories appeared on; and the last column indicates 

the news source(s) from which the international news were taken from. The section 

includes five tables: The United States, China, North Korea and other countries. The 

objective of these tables is to compare the headlines for different countries to see the 

choices of the articles included in The New Light of Myanmar to show as evidence 

that there is media biasness in the newspaper. Below are the five tables: 

The United States 

No. Date Title Section Page News Source 
No. 

1 1.1.08 Bin Laden says US seeks to International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
exploit Iraqi oil News 

2 1.1.08 US, Iraqi forces kill 5 International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
irunmen in N Iraq News 

3 2.1.08 Petraeus says Iraq security International 3 MN A/Reuters 
fragile, gains reversible News 

4 2.1.08 Belarus threatens to expel International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
US ambassador News 

5 2.1.08 US Soldier dies of non- 15 MNA/Xinhua 
combat injuries in Iraq 

6 3.1.08 US anti-war activists plan International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
protest near Rose Parade News 

7 3.1.08 US Marine faces lesser International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
charges in Haditha killings News 
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8 3.1.08 Romney says Bush 15 MN A/Reuters 
mismanaged Iraq war 

9 4.1.08 US chopper kills suspected International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
insurgent in Iskandriyah News 

10 4.1.08 American wounded in International 3 MN A/Reuters 
attack on US embassy car News 
in Sudan 

11 4.1.08 Two US sailors found dead International 4 MN A/Reuters 
in hotel room in Ghana News 

12 5.1.08 US launches criminal probe International 3 MN A/Reuters 
into CIA tapes destruction News 

13 5.1.08 Maryland prisoner shoots, International 4 MN A/Reuters 
carjacks way out of hospital News 

14 5.1.08 US soldier dies of non- International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
combat injuries in Iraq News 

15 7.1.08 Three US soldiers killed in International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
Iraq News 

16 7.1.08 Group sues US in push for International 4 MN A/Reuters 
new antibiotic warning News 

17 8.1.08 Two slain US soldiers were International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
killed by Iraqi soldier News 

18 8.1.08 US Democratic fundraiser International 4 MN A/Reuters 
gets three vears in iail News 

19 8.1.08 Storm buffets California, International 4 MN A/Reuters 
millions lose power News 

20 8.1.08 US dollar dragged down by Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
soft iob data 

21 8.1.08 US unemployment rate 12 MNA/Xinhua 
rises to 5% in Dec 

22 9.1.08 Egypt reiterates rejecting International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
US aid with conditions News 

23 9.1.08 Iran says US failing in International 3 MN A/Reuters 
Middle East News 

24 9.1.08 Two US soldiers killed in International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
bomb attacks in Iraq News 

25 9.1.08 Japan, US, EU eye new International 4 MN A/Reuters 
enemv-saving body News 

26 9.1.08 Hamas dismisses Bush Economic News 6 MN A/Reuters 
Mideast visit as "photo op" 

27 9.1.08 Two US "F/A-18s" crash in 7 MN A/Reuters 
Gulf 

28 10.1.08 Clinton vows to continue International 3 MN A/Reuters 
US presidential battle News 

29 10.1.08 Iran has no plan to International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
normalize ties with US News 

30 l 0.1.08 Live mice found on US 7 MNA/Xinhua 
flight to China 

31 10.1.08 Obama recalls being broke 10 MN A/Reuters 
seven years ago 
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32 10.1.08 Mexican army battles drug 10 MN A/Reuters 
gang near US border 

33 10.1.08 US arrests eight in online 15 MN A/Reuters 
sports betting operation 

34 11.1.08 Thousands protest in Gaza International 3 MN A/Reuters 
against "vampire" Bush News 

35 11.10.08 Hamas lawmaker criticizes International 3 MNNXinhua 
PA ceremonies to welcome News 
Bush 

36 11.10.08 US considers 3,000 more International 3 MN A/Reuters 
troops for Afghanistan News 

37 11.1.08 151,000 Iraqis killed since International 3 MN A/Reuters 
US-led invasion News 

38 11.1.08 Rocket strikes continue as International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
Bush arrives in Israel News 

39 11.1.08 Iran's IRGC says US video International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
of Hormuz ship incident News 
fake 

40 12.1.08 Obama says New International 3 MN A/Reuters 
Hampshire loss shows News 
change not easy 

41 12.1.08 Richardson to drop US International 3 MN A/Reuters 
presidential bid News 

42 12.1.08 Message, not gender turns International 4 MN A/Reuters 
US voters from Clinton News 

43 12.1.08 US diplomats critical of International 4 MN A/Reuters 
Bush Iraq policy News 

44 12.1.08 Critics try to sway debate 6 MN A/Reuters 
on US-India nuclear deal 

45 12.1.08 Six killed in US winter 6 MNNXinhua 
storm 

46 12.1.08 Most vulnerable homeless 6 MNNXinhua 
at risk of dying in LA 

47 12.1.08 Chrysler recalls Jeep 10 MNNXinhua 
models in China over brake 
flaws 

48 12.1.08 Six US soldiers killed in 12 MNA/Xinhua 
booby-trap bomb attack in 
Iraq 

49 13.1.08 Iran releases own video of International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
US Gulf incident News 

50 13.1.08 Romney attacks McCain at International 3 MN A/Reuters 
US Republican debate News 

Table 4: List of headlmes concerned with the Umted States (The New Light of Myanmar, 
January 2008) 
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China 

No. Date Title Section Page News Source 
No. 

1 1.1.08 China opposes US on anti- Economic News 4 MNA/Xinhua 
subsidy probe into tyres 

2 1.1.08 China to slap export taxes on Economic News 4 Internet 
grains 

3 1.1.08 China to slap export taxes on Economic News 4 Internet 
grains 

4 2.1.08 China's commuter aircraft Economic News 4 MNA/Xinhua 
receives 20 new orders 

5 2.1.08 China to crack down on illegal 'Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
food production, sale 

6 2.1.08 Ancient Chinese boat arrives Advertisement 12 MNA/Xinhua 
at purpose-built museum 

7 2.1.08 Chinese famous actor Sun Advertisement 13 MNA/Xinhua 
Daolin dies 

8 3.l.08 China's NDRC to contain Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
amounting inflation pressure 

9 3.1.08 5.54m Chinese born on New 12 MNA/Xinhua 
Year's Day 

10 3.1.08 China coal mine death toll 15 MN A/Reuters 
rises to 19 

11 4.1.08 Shanghai port continues to International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
rank first in the world News 

12 4.1.08 Kung fu actor Jet Li tops 2007 12 Internet 
star income list 

13 4.1.08 Police dogs start patrolling 12 MNA/Xinhua 
Beijing subway stations 

14 4.1.08 China auto maker to develop 13 MNA/Xinhua 
hydrous ethanol engines 

15 4.1.08 China puts quota on grain 15 MNA/Xinhua 
powder exports 

16 5.1.08 Beijing's top universities 12 MNA/Xinhua 
remain popular 

17 5.1.08 China bans online sale of 12 MNA/Xinhua 
lotteries to ensure regulation 

18 5.1.08 Finger length could predict 13 MNA/Xinhua 
arthritis 

19 6.1.08 Beijing's Top Universities 12 MNA/Xinhua 
remain popular 

20 6.1.08 China bans online sale of 12 MNA/Xinhua 
lotteries to ensure re!!Ulation 

21 7.1.08 Sinopec posts net profit of 70b Economic News 10 MNA/Xinhua 
yuan in 2007 

22 7.1.08 China says North Korea delay 12 MNA/Xinhua 
"natural" 

23 8.1.08 China's toy exports grow in Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
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first 10 months of "07 
24 8.1.08 China's high-tech industry 13 MNA/Xinhua 

boosted 
25 10.1.08 China donates water pumps Cover page 1 MNA 
26 10.1.08 Chinese Defence Minister International 4 MNA/Xinhua 

meets with Singaporean guest News 
27 10.1.08 China's Customs revenue in Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 

2007 hits record high 
28 10.1.08 Plastic bags set to be banned 12 Internet 

in China 
29 11.1.08 China to further cooperation Economic News 12 MNA/Xinhua 

with foreign trade unions 
30 12.1.08 China auto production, sales ·Economic News 4 MNA/Xinhua 

to hit 10 m units in '08 
31 12.1.08 China's union charity drive 6 MNA/Xinhua 

benefits 71 m poor families 
32 12.1.08 China's Internet consumption 8 MNA/Xinhua 

to rise 45.8% in '08 
33 12.1.08 2007 China Yearbook 12 MNA/Xinhua 

Published 
34 12.1.08 Chinese customs uncovers 12 MNA/Xinhua 

1, 190 smus:rn:ling cases in 2007 
35 12.1.08 China to limit use of plastic 13 MNA/Xinhua 

bags from one June 
36 14.1.08 China's progress in human 7 MNA/Xinhua 

rights should be applauded 
37 14.1.08 China's migrant workers' 11 MNA/Xinhua 

income rose in 2007 
38 15.1.08 China completes first 300,000- 4 MNA/Xinhua 

ton man-made waterway 
39 15.1.08 China's digital camera sales Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 

surge 30% in 2007 
40 15.1.08 Beijing beefs up security for 10 MNA/Xinhua 

Olympics 
41 15.1.08 Chinese expedition team 13 MNA/Xinhua 

reaches Antarctic icecap peak 
42 16.1.08 China paper sees West to International 3 MNA/Xinhua 

blame themselves in Kenya News 
chaos 

43 16.1.08 Sino-Indian relations face International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
"strategic chances" News 

44 16.1.08 China imports record 163 m Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
tons of crude oil in '07 

45 16.1.08 Migrant workers, 7.6% 6 MNA/Xinhua 
satisfied with social status in 
China 

46 16.1.08 China to improve nutrition 12 MN A/Reuters 
labelling on food 

47 16.1.08 Beijing has 295,000 12 Internet 
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overweight kids 
48 16.1.08 China humiliated by Germans 14 MN A/Reuters 

but chief still confident 
49 17.1.08 China, India vow to expand Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 

trade, economic cooperation 
50 17.1.08 China, Britain to discuss Economic News 5 MN A/Reuters 

financial turbulence 
Table 5: List of headlines concerned with China (The New Light of Myanmar, January 2008) 

North Korea 

No. Date Title Section Page News Source 
No. 

1 2.1.08 Leading newspapers in International 10 MNA 
DPRK issue joint New Year News 
editorial 

2 8.1.08 DPRK blames other International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
countries" delay in News 
fulfilling commitments 

3 11.1.08 DPRK top leader visits power 13 MNA/Xinhua 
plant construction site 

4 15.1.08 US urged to end hostile International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
policy toward DPRK News 

5 16.1.08 New S Korean leader ready International 7 MN A/Reuters 
for summit with North News 

6 23.1.08 DPRK accuses US of International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
deploying warplanes in S News 
Korea 

7 24.1.08 S Korea suggests further eco Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
ties with Russia, DPRK 

8 25.1.08 DPRK chief demands to 6 MNA/Xinhua 
develop software tech faster 

9 26.1.08 North Korea tells US to International 3 MN A/Reuters 
remember the "Pueblo" News 

10 18.2.08 DPRK urges US to withdraw International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
forces from South Korea News 

11 DPRK voices strong stand 12 MNA/Xinhua 
ag;ainst US provocation 

12 20.2.08 North Korea says aid holds International 4 MN A/Reuters 
up disarmament deal News 

13 27.2.08 N Korea says US-South drill 12 MN A/Reuters 
could hurt N-talks 

14 29.2.08 S Korea, DPRK fail to agree 14 MNA/Xinhua 
on World Cup qualifier 

15 8.3.08 German auto part plant to Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
operate in DPRK's Kaesong 

16 20.3.08 DPRK vows to boost friendly International 4 Xinhua 
cooperation with Russia News 
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17 23.3.08 DPRK, Russia to jointly to 15 MNA/Xinhua 
implement Khasan-Rajin . 
railway 

Table 6: List of headlines concerned with North Korea( The New Light of Myanmar, January 
2008) 

Other Countries 

No. Date Title Section Page News Source 
No. 

1 1.1.08 UK drug giants probed over Economic News 4 Internet 
bribes to Saddam regime 

2 1 .. 1.08 Foreign Minister sends Economic News 6 MNA 
felicitations to Cuba 

3 2.1.08 North Korea slams US ahead International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
of nuclear deadline News 

4 2.1.08 Iran ready for N-tech International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
coop with Egypt News 

5 2.1.08 Chart Thai Party confirms International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
ioining PPP coalition govt News 

6 2.1.08 Brazil's Christmas e- Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
commerce rises 55% 

7 2.1.08 Tax reform bill approved in Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
Ecuador 

8 2.1.08 Tax reform bill approved in Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
Ecuador 

9 2.1.08 Peru's exports to hit record Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
high in 2007 

10 2.1.08 Japan to back targets for new Advertisement 13 MNA/Xinhua 
climate deal 

11 3.1.08 Senior General Than Shwe Cover page 1 MNA 
sends message of condolence 
to King of Thailand 

12 3.1.08 Thai monarch pleads for International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
national stability News 

13 3.1.08 Singapore's economy to grow Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
4.5-6.5% in 2008 

14 3.1.08 Canadian PM reiterates Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
economic worries for 2008 

15 3.1.08 Peru confiscates 20 tons of 13 MNA/Xinhua 
drugsin2007 

16 4.1.08 Pakistan issues Bhutto killing International 3 MN A/Reuters 
photos, offers reward News 

17 4.1.08 Saudi Crown Prince hopes to International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
boost ties with China News 

18 4.1.08 Israeli Embassy evacuated in International 4 MN A/Reuters 
Canberra News 

19 4.1.08 Israeli economy booms at Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
5.3% GDP in 2007 
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20 4.1.08 Iran, Vietnam ink MoU on Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
commercial cooperation 

21 4.1.08 Vietnam to build first 6-star Economic News 5 Internet 
hotel 

22 4.1.08 Bolivia seizes 431 tons of 12 MNA/Xinhua 
drugs in 2007 

23 4.1.08 21,233 arrested for drug 12 MNA/Xinhua 
trafficking in Costa Rica in 
'07 

24 5.1.08 54 rescued after Chile International 4 MN A/Reuters 
volcano eruption News 

25 5.1.08 Vietnam receives more blood International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
donations in 2007 News 

26 5.1.08 S Korea's exports reach Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
record high in 2007 

27 5.1.08 Shanghai airports report Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
double-digit rise in 
passengers 

28 5.1.08 Vietnam's farm export surges Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
last year 

29 5.1.08 Indonesia export up 13 % in Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
first 11 months 

30 5.1.08 Afghan police seize 400 kilos 12 MNA/Xinhua 
of heroin 

31 5.1.08 Vietnam eyes five mln 13 MNA/Xinhua 
foreil!Il visitors this year 

32 5.1.08 Aids delivered to flood, 13 MNA/Xinhua 
landslides zones in Indonesia 

33 6.1.08 Pakistan bars British envoy International 3 MN A/Reuters 
seeing detained lawyer News 

34 7.1.08 Protesters throw rocks at International 3 MN A/Reuters 
British base on Cyprus News 

35 7.1.08 BBC presenter arrested over International 3 MN A/Reuters 
fiancee's death News 

36 7.1.08 Russians rescued after International 3 MN A/Reuters 
missing for three months News 

37 7.1.08 India not to replicate western International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
model of industrialization News 

38 7.1.08 .Pakistan criticizes Crisis International 4 MN A/Reuters 
Group for meddling News 

39 7.1.08 Britain's energy prices International 4 MNA/Xinhua 
increased bv double-digits News 

40 7.1.08 Thai "stealth coup" threatens International 4 MN A/Reuters 
PPP victory News 

41 7.1.08 German expert says oil prices Economic News 10 MNA/Xinhua 
likely to double in 10 years 

42 7.1.08 S Korea's "TT" exports Economic News 10 MNA/Xinhua 
increase 

43 7.1.08 Vietnam sees record auto Economic News 10 MNA/Xinhua 
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import turnovers in 2007 

44 7.1.08 New gas field found in east Economic News 10 MNA/Xinhua 
Bolivia 

45 7.1.08 Britain's manufacturing Economic News 13 MNA/Xinhua 
growth slows 

46 7.1.08 Germany expects lower Economic News 13 MNA/Xinhua 
economic growth in 2008 

47 8.1.08 Bhutto's party to seek UN International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
probe if wins power News 

48 8.1.08 Iran to test fly third International 3 MNA/Xinhua 
generation of home-built News 
"Saeqeh" 

49 8J.08 Vehicle sales to rise at slower Economic News 5 MNA/Xinhua 
pace in Brazil this year 

50 8.1.08 British journalist forced to 11 MN A/Reuters 
stop working in Iran 

Table 7: List of headlines concerned with countries, such as Thailand, Vietnam, British, 
Pakistan, Germany, Iran, Brazil, etc.( The New Light of Myanmar, January 2008) 

Firstly, we have to explain that on an average day, news coverage of different 

countries varies equal, covered so from all the data only 50 entries of each of the 

country are presented in the tables with an exception for news concerning with North 

Korea. As we can see from the tables, in the case of the United States, news about the 

war and the country's problems and disputes with other countries are prioritized to 

give the readers the impression that the United States is a bullying nation without any 

regard for its own soldiers and that it is not accepted by other countries as a peaceful 

nation around the world. This is not the case of China and stories concerning China 

usually show the Chinese as a responsible and fast developing nation with peaceful 

ties with Burma and countries in the region. The news concerning China includes 

topics which are not of particular importance for the local people in Burma, but rather 

are significant for the people in China instead. To support the point that the bias 

found in the newspaper towards the United States is quite unique, other news 

concerning countries such as Russia, Korea, Thailand, Germany, Brazil, Vietnam, 
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and most of the south-east Asian countries are presented here to show that the 

newspaper can actually also remain neutral. 

The news sources shown in the table demonstrate that most of the time The 

New Light of Myanmar takes its materials from the Chinese-owned Xinhua News 

Service. For the domestic items, MNA or Myanmar News Agency is the one which 

decides which news should be printed or not. Taking information only from a limited 

number of sources can be a sign of the government's trust towards them, and in the 

case of Xinhua, it might be an indicator of the Burmese government's close ties with 

China. 

The evidence presented in this chapter clearly shows the bias in reporting 

news concerning different countries in The New Light of Myanmar. Media bias can be 

found everywhere but somehow for most of the time it goes unnoticed because 

usually newspapers provide both sides of the story, even if one of the sides is 

prioritized. This is a way persuading people to see the issue the way the press want 

them to see it but still, the people are given a choice to read more about the topic and 

both sides of a conflict are shown voicing their opinions. In The New Light of 

Myanmar, information is revealed only to the point the newspaper owners want it 

revealed. In other words, by limiting the information the newspaper limits its readers' 

thinking and controls their minds by channelling them in the direction it wants. In the 

next chapter, the data presented so far will be analyzed in relation to a propaganda 

model with a view to reaching a conclusion to this analysis. 
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Chapter (3): Propaganda Analysis 

As mentioned in the introduction to this thesis, propaganda can be defined as a 

deliberate attempt to shape understanding of an individual or group of people by 

manipulating their thinking process and directing behaviour to achieve a response that 

supports the intent of the propagandist. This can be achieved by the propagandists by 

providing information which supports their purposes only through the press, radio, 

television, movies, posters, slogans, billboards, education, or the Internet, depending 

on how powerful the propagandists are. Logical thinking would lead us to the 

conclusion that in order to succeed in this purpose, the propagandist must keep 

bombarding the target audience with propaganda from all different forms of media 

for years to embed the desired thinking to the point that it becomes part of the 

people's culture. 

To analyze propaganda, one must do historical research, examine propaganda 

messages and media sensitivity to audience responses, and scrutinise the entire 

propaganda process (Jowett-O'Donnell 269). This is what this chapter aims to 

achieve in general, but due to the time limitations and the overabundance of 

information available from the daily issues of The New Light of Myanmar, this thesis 

focuses only on four years of data. 

In this chapter, information and facts presented in the previous chapters will 

be analyzed following a propaganda model developed from Jowett-O'Donnell's 

propaganda analysis divisions or steps. In addition to the data from Chapter 1 and 2, 

three editorial articles written on the Armed Forces Day, March 27 are analyzed as 
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well. To explain the propaganda model used in the chapter, Jowett-O'Donnell's 

propaganda analysis steps will be explained briefly. 

First published in 1986, Jowett-O'Donnell's Propaganda and Persuasion was 

written in hope to encourage students to take interest in propaganda analysis. The 

authors devised a 10-step model that could be used when analyzing propaganda: ( 1) 

The ideology and purpose of the propaganda campaign; (2) The context in which the 

propaganda occurs; (3) Identification of the propagandist; (4) The structure of the 

propaganda organization; ( 5) The target audience; ( 6) Media utilization techniques; 

(7) Special techniques to maximize effect; (8) Audience reaction to various 

techniques; (9) Counterpropaganda, if present; and (10) Effects and evaluations 

(270). 

As we can see the model has not necessarily been made for a specific 

propaganda study but rather to analyze any system which is considered to be 

propaganda. Jowett and O'Donnell provided four case studies: Women and war, Gulf 

War, and two corporate propaganda analyses on smoking and drugs; and analyzed 

them using the model, accordingly. In the case of this thesis, while the steps quoted 

above can be applicable to analyzing The New Light of Myanmar, a slightly different 

model has been developed by adding, rearranging and combining some of the steps to 

better suit the specific case of this examination. The main difference between the 

presented model and the Jowett-O'Donnell's model is that the first one has been 

created for studying specifically only one medium in which propaganda appears, 

whereas the latter focuses on different media but targeting one area of interest only. 
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Some of the steps have been combined to facilitate their analysis and avoid 

redundancy, as many of the discussed areas overlap. 

The developed model consists of 4 steps and the steps are as follows: (1) 

Ownership and identification of the propagandist; (2) Context, ideology and purpose; 

(3) Propaganda techniques; (4) Target audience; and (5) Effects of the propaganda 

techniques used in The New Light of Myanmar. 

The main objective of the first step is to identify the propagandist from the 

economical and political point of view. The source of propaganda is likely to be an 

institution or organization, with the propagandist as its leader or agent (Jowett and 

O'Donnell 273). In this case, the identity of the propagandist is quite open and easy 

to identify due to three facts. 

The first fact is that The New Light of Myanmar has been a state-run 

newspaper since its production in 1941, going through a name change from Working 

People's Daily in 1993. It is no secret that it is funded by government rather than 

from commercial advertising, as the only advertisements we see are related directly to 

the government (see the samples provided in Chapter 1). The second fact, also based 

on the information presented in Chapter 1, is that domestic issues are taken from one 

source only, Myanmar News Agency (MNA) and not from private-owned news 

agencies, if there are any. The third fact is that the domestic news features, again as 

seen in Chapter 1, describe high-ranking military officials on a daily basis as people 

of authority who are taking part in opening ceremonies, making inspections and 

giving instructions in all sectors relating to the domestic issues. By looking at these 

three items, we can conclude safely that the propagandist is the government that owns 
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and funds the newspaper and has enough power to influence the newspaper's choices 

in news selection and editorial matters. The newspaper is merely an agent set out to 

perform the duty assigned to it by the military government. Here, it is important to 

clarify that the term "military government" encompasses only a handful of the 

powerful high-ranking military officials and does not include the entire army. 

With the propagandist identified, the next step is for us to understand what 

exactly is the ideology and purpose behind the propaganda in The New Light of 

Myanmar. We will start by looking at the context in which the propaganda occurs. As 

mentioned before, any analysis of propaganda requires historical research and a clear 

understanding of the intent of the propagandist. In this paper, the research focused on 

the material from four years only and at this point we need to clarify the context of 

the materials gathered. 

Firstly, propaganda can be instilled in any form of media or at least in more 

than one type of media at the same time. Especially in a country with a rigid and 

totalitarian regime, such as Burma, propaganda can be found in all possible forms of 

communication with the public: radio, TV, magazines, newspapers, movies, posters, 

billboards, group activities and any other demonstrations of ideological strength. For 

the sake of clarity, this thesis focuses only on one government-run and government

funded print medium, the daily newspaper, The New Light of Myanmar. 

To find out the ideology and purpose of The New Light of Myanmar's 

propaganda, we have to look back on the information presented in the first chapter. 

As we can see from the presentation of the news coverage of the referendum, even 

during the time of a natural disaster there were 29 news articles with big headlines 
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which asked people not only to vote, but to vote "YES" in the referendum. The 

editorials at that time also urged people to vote "YES." Also pictures of soldiers 

helping people remove debris and trees from the roads were printed in great numbers. 

Before the referendum, it seems the newspaper was too busy to headline the storm 

warning and help the general public take precautions. After the cyclone Nargis, the 

government did not postpone the referendum to give priority to the restoration of 

order. On the contrary, the newspaper stated that the country has already returned 

back to normal without mentioning any specific number of death toll or the exact 

regions which were affected. 

Judging from this information we can suggest that the purpose of the military 

propaganda is to make use of every situation to whitewash the image of the military 

as a whole and also to enforce the opinion that in order to keep the nation strong, all 

the patriotic people have the duty to vote "Yes" in the referendum and if they do not 

do so the will be seen as traitors. What can be seen in this situation is that, even at a 

time of a natural disaster, the only thing the government wants to focus on is the 

referendum and every other event is utilised to support that purpose. 

To strengthen the argument that the ideology and purpose of The New Light of 

Myanmar's propaganda campaign is to empower the military rule without giving 

much choice to the people, let us look at three editorial articles written in 2006, 2008 

and 2009 on 27 March, which is the Armed Forces Day in Burma. Firstly, let us 

examine the editorial article, "Fine National Political Tradition of Tatmadaw" 

(official Burmese term meaning the military or the armed forces) with the 
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subheading, "Nation will be strong only when Tatmadaw is strong," written by Kaytu 

Nilar on 27 March 2006 to celebrate the 61 81 Anniversary of the Armed Forces Day. 

Honourina the 6lst Anniversary Armed F orus Day: 

Fine national political traditions 
of 'ratn1adaw 

Figure 21: The headline for the editorial. article which appeared on 27 March 2006 

The article was written on the 6lst Anniversary of the Armed Forces Day in 

Burma which is March 27. This article has been chosen for analysis for two reasons. 

The first reason is quite simple: because it is the anniversary of the Armed Forces, the 

government will undoubtedly want the newspaper to write editorial articles in support 

of its aims. The second reason is based on the first one: because editorial articles are 

expected to mention the military government's good points, the articles will either 

clearly state or hint the purpose and ideology of the government or the propagandist. 

From reading the text, the first obvious observation is that the author has no 

personality. There is no reference made to him or her in the text at all. The author 

seems to be detached from the article dealing only with facts, such as dates and 

numbers, and incidents which happened in the past. The author's tone seems to be 

consistent throughout the article. The article is written with a mixed purpose of 

providing information and justification of the military government's intermissions in 

the turbulent history of post-colonial Burma. 

From the stylistic point of view, the second obvious fact about the article is 

the usage of the terms, "Armed Forces" and "Tatmadaw." Firstly, the term 

"Tatmadaw" is a Burmese word and it is undoubtly used in the original Burmese 
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language article but in the translated English article, the decision not to use the 

English term instead seems a deliberate choice. In the entire article, the term 

"Tatmadaw" is used 42 times ancl the term "Armed Forces" is used only one time as 

seen in the headline .Perhaps this was done for no specific reason at all, but it is also 

reasonable to assume that, the article expects its readers to be familiar with the term 

or to find out what the word means, if the reader is not familiar with the Burmese 

language. If we find this word choice deliberate, it is easy to speculate about the 

reason why the Burmese word is preferred. 

The term "armed forces" is a rather strong phrase that brings to mind an 

image of weapons or any objects capable of hurting people. Additionally, the word 

"forces" has a connotation of something large or a group of people that has the power 

to crush anything. These two words carry much stronger meaning and image in 

English than the Burmese term does. In Burmese, the term does give the readers an 

image of men carrying weapons but it does not sound as harsh as the English phrase, 

which might be the reason why the Burmese term is preferable. If we follow this line 

of thinking a possible explanation of why the term Tatmadaw is used in the article 

might be that the government would not like the readers to think of the military as of 

the negative entity. 

In addition, the main theme of the article can be interpreted as the Tatmadaw's 

vital role in national and political spheres. We can see that from looking at the 

vocabulary used in the article and especially at the words paired together. The first 

pair we can frequently see in the article is the term "Tatmadaw" together with the 

words "national," "political," or "traditions" and "independence." For example, in the 
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first paragraph of the article, "The Tatmadaw has stood magnificently as a strong 

national force since its birth[ ... ] Tatmadaw's leadership roles in the national politics 

as a strong national force," or in the second paragraph, "The Tatmadaw is endowed 

with fine and significant traditions in the political sphere." And to provide more 

examples, in the third paragraph, "At that time, the Tatmadaw's national objective 

was independence, which was one and only objective.," in the ninth paragraph, "This 

indicated that the Tatmadaw could uphold the national political tradition that the 

Tatmadaw and the people always remained united," in the fifteenth paragraph,"[ ... ] 

the Tatmadaw discharged national political duties fully as the Caretaker 

Government" and so on. The entire article is included in the appendix. 

Relating the word combinations used together with the term Tatmadaw, one 

possible way of understanding the purpose of the text is that the article tries to relate 

the Tatmadaw in the national and political spheres by naturalising the thinking that 

the role of the military is not necessarily limited to being a force of protection from 

the outside intruders but also from domestic problems, and that this role also extends 

to governing the country on a political level. This is the purpose of the article and 

basically the purpose of all the propaganda presented in the newspaper. 

A similar conclusion can also be reached when thinking of the context of the 

article. From the beginning of the article, the author uses the term Tatmadaw, the 

military, which consists of thousands of soldiers seen as a single unit. In addition to 

that, the author refers to the Tatmadaw as to a person, e.g. "The Tatmadaw has stood 

magnificently ... ," "The Tatmadaw is endowed with fine and significant traditions 

... ," "[ ... ] Tatmadaw's national political traditions," "Later, the Tatmadaw exposed 
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the mastermind of ... " and so on throughout the article. This makes us wonder who is 

included when the term Tatmadaw is used - is it the entire military force or is it only 

a specific group of people? To think that the entire army achieved all these is 

oversimplifying the structure of the military and also making a rather bold statement 

saying that the numerous soldiers included either do not have opinions or their 

opinions are not taken into account. 

In the fourth paragraph of the article, the author writes that independence was 

the Tatmadaw's national objective and in the sixth paragraph, the article states that 

Myanmar became independent on 4 January. This is all true except that it is not the 

entire picture. Before Burma got its independence, there was no official Burmese 

military force in the country. People from all walks of life took part in the fight for 

independence, which is why March 27 was originally named the National Resistance 

Day of Burma. The name was changed to the Armed Forces Day in 1958 under the 

Socialist government whose leader was a general. The former name was more 

accurate as it uses the word "national" to indicate that the day belongs to all the 

people in Burma, while the latter term makes it appear that the fighting was done by 

the Tatmadaw only without the help of the people, which is impossible. This fact 

adds to the analysis of the ideology which is donned by the propagandist. It is that, as 

mentioned earlier, the propagandist makes use of any situation to profit their 

campaign on keeping the ruling power with the military elite, even if it involves 

stretching the truth or leave out details which can question their motives and claims. 

In another thread of the article, the author accuses the British government of 

causing all the ethnic problems after their departure. The author writes, "[ ... ] owing 
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to the wedge driven by British colonialists, racism, suspicions among national races, 

dogmatism of leftist Burma Community Party (BCP) ... " to clearly state that the any 

civil unrest in the country happened because of the British. It is true to say that the 

British colonialist government failed to lay a good foundation to build a modern 

nation state of Burma. But it is also grossly opportunistic to blame the British for 

sowing the seed of mistrust and animosity among the ethnic groups in Burma. 

Although it was never the conscious objective of British imperialist to imbue the 

concept of nation, democracy and freedom, the British education system and being 

invaded opened up people's eyes to the value of democracy and freedom. 

After the departure of the British, just like in any other state emerging out of 

the colonial rule, the young national government was weak and inexperienced, 

politically and administratively, which led to the some of the worst civil wars in 

Burma. But as we can read from the article, whenever there was a war, instead of 

helping the civilian government gain control over the troubled regions, the Tatmadaw 

took over the power. After becoming a provisional government, the military did not 

return the power to the civilian government after the 1990 elections. This is also not 

discussed in length in the article. Only one sentence is mentioned about the issue, 

"On 27 May 1990, it held multi-party democracy elections." The following sentence 

does not relate to the previous one. 

From all the above, we can conclude that the possible purpose of this article is 

to reflect that the present government does not need to return the power to a civilian 

government because civilian governments were given the chance to rule the country 
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in the past and failed. And since the military had to take over to save the country 

more than once, this justifies the fact that they should stay in power. 

At the end of the article, the author wrote: "At the National Convention, 

discussions are being held on basic principles and detailed basic principles to be 

included in the State Constitution, [ ... ] that is essential for the building of a future 

state." This is a reference to the referendum mentioned in Chapter 1. Since the article 

was written in 2006, we can see that the government has been planning the 

referendum on the new constitution at least since 2006 and the ideology which the 

article is hinting on is to ensure that the military plays a vital role in building the 

future state. 

This assumption might become more believable after we analyze the 

newspaper articles written on March 27 in 2008 and 2009. 2007 is a gap because the 

English language version of the newspaper was not available from the source. The 

articles written in 2008 and 2009 have similar structure and they will be studied 

together. Both articles are factual and graphic without using many words. In both 

articles, a table showing the developments in the country since 1988 (the year when 

the present government took over the role as a provisional government), is compared 

with the present years. The table presented in 2008 focuses on the progress in the 

communication sector in the time of the "Tatmadaw Government." It states the 

number of post offices, telegraph offices, telephone offices, microwave services, 

internet and satellite channels and stations and compares them to their non-existence 

or low numbers during 1988. The second table basically does the same thing as the 

first table but the subjects have changed to the number of earth, gravel, or tarred roads 
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being made, the number of new bridges, health care centres, dams, canals, forest 

reservations, nurseries, livestock breeding farms, TV stations, post offices and 

telephone offices, once again given in comparison with 1988 again. The tables are 

shown below. 

Nalionlllili'J fouth Rnonrre D,.·,lopm1nt DtgrN Collf!p (l'angon} 

nrablishrd for broaihni111 th# hori<Dns of natitmal rarr youtk• of 
border or.as. 

'-. ................................................................ _,,_ ............... ~ .......................................... __ ............... .. 
:So. Sabjut USS ?008 ,...,_, 
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2. Miko cl gravol road ~8'.VO 2683/0 
3. Mil<•cl1.....drood 44811 44811 
4. Larp: brid1• 8& SS 
s. SIMl!bridg;e 1127 1127 
b. Suspmllion bridJc .54 ~ 
7. Ho.pillll 80 80 
s. !Mpcnoary 1(12 !02 
9. Rural heahh """ <tl>tl~ 62 62 

10. Rural health core branch - 139 139 
II. Bl!PS. BEMS. BEHS SSS!\lll/92 8SSl9(W2 
12. Agicuhure office 31 31 
13. Aaricuhutt c lll1'IP JIS 11!1 
14. Dam 60 60 
IS. c.....i s s 
16. Tnu;tor Mutioa II ll 
17. .Ft'lttMrne~ 

(designal<dlb: iftS, orr•ngcd) 11114 11114 
18. Nunc:.iy 14 14 
19. Lh'colodt bree<lin; fann - 20 20 
20. Vcterimwy office 41 41 
21. Clea•ak.W' - 268 268 
22. TV tttransmi\,ioo flllltlon - 112 1.12 

24. T elcph<>ne office - 115 85 

Progress of Communications Sector in 

the Time of Tatmadaw Government 

Sr. S.l>jttt 1'88 1.007 Progreu 

1. 
2. Telegraph Ollm 310 504 194 
3. Teleplloae tenice 

-T~Slalioa 245 891 646 

- Number of lines 71855 747565 675710 
-Nmnbs ofamimbolrds 245 ~o 405 
- Runl telq1bo.ae exchmp - 241 241 
- Dim:t lines 67016 6:59313 592297 
- Autolhmd cmier 67016 87636 20620 
- AR.TS radio telephone 3981 3981 

- CDMA tdephoae 30390 30390 
- D-AMPS te.ltphrme 23710 23710 
- DECT-lbdio telephone 2574 2574 
- GSM Cellular tdephoae 2111112 211812 

4. Microwave &talion 71 232 161 
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6. Exlmull lftllill! yound stafum I J 2 
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8. lnlmiab<mal tdcphcme channel 211 2031 2005 

Figure 22: Tables shown in the articles written in The New Light of Myanmar on 27 
March 2009 and 2008 

It is true that a picture, or in this case, a table is worth a thousand words. In this case, 

it is plain to see that the government wants the readers of The New Light of Myanmar 

to notice that it has been performing tasks to develop the country in various sectors 

by showing the developments in figures. This definition of development is debatable 

one can always ask about the legitimacy of the numbers. In this case, the credibility 

of the data is easily questioned, as we see when we compare the areas highlighted in 

red: the number of post offices is vastly different. In the first table, there were no post 
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offices at all in 1988 which is already a very unusual fact, but in the second table, 

there were suddenly 1114 post offices. It is true that the first table does not include 

border areas but the article does not specify the exact border areas it talks about. Also 

if there were no post offices in border areas at all, how did people who lived there 

receive and send posts before 1988? As a conclusion, in the continuation part of the 

2008 article, the newspaper provided pictures from the opening of the Zoological 

Garden in the new capital, Nay Pyi Taw. The article shows pictures of all animals in 

the zoo. 

The question that needs to be asked here is how the building of new bridges, 

telephone offices and gardens translates into the country's development? What does it 

do for the people? Does it relate to education, improving economy or building a 

modern nation? What percentage of these facilities is being utilized by the general 

public? If so, how much is the government charging for the use of these facilities? 

These questions cannot be answered from reading the above articles, and it is plain to 

see that the newspaper features the only developments in the country no other issues 

relating to the problems occurring in the country. From what we know, these so

called developments might not even be aimed at helping the people at all but rather at 

helping the government. If essential questions like these are not being answered, then 

I believe it is safe to say that the articles like the ones analysed are not meant to 

inform the general public of their country's developments at all. 

In addition to everything that has been said here, let us take a look at Table 2 

from Chapter 1 now. The table, as explained before lists the topics of the editorial 

articles written within the last four years. The articles are divided into different 
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categories, which are: National Convention, The Constitution and the Seven-Step 

Road Map, Educational Articles, Awards and Ceremonies, Press Conferences, 

Showcases of Developments within the States and Divisions, Government Policies on 

ASEAN and Neighbouring countries, Articles Discriminating Against Specific 

Opposition Leaders and Western News Agencies, and Intentionally Chosen Historical 

Facts to Support the Government's Actions. (For more details about what is included 

under each topic see Chapter 1 ). 

In the table, the number of articles written within four years which falls under 

these categories shows 1440 editorial articles in total. 348 of them were written for 

the National Convention, 263 were urging to support the Constitution and the Seven

Step Road Map plan made by the government, 217 articles were criticising opposition 

leaders (especially Daw Aung San Suu Kyi), Western news agencies and Western 

countries, 139 articles were on Government Policies on ASEAN and neighbouring 

countries, and 10 articles showcased the developments in States and Divisions under 

this government. Out of all these articles, only 57 were educational or relating to 

education system. (See Chapter 1 for details). From these numbers we can see that 

almost all the articles in The New Light of Myanmar are written to reflect the 

government's policies and plans. 

Another form of publication which helps to support the purpose and ideology 

of the propagandist are the slogans and objectives which have been included in the 

newspaper for over 20 years. Firstly, the objectives, such as in the figure shown 

below, are one of the many slogans which have appeared in The New Light of 

Myanmar daily for over seven years. These objectives were written supposedly for 
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the nation as whole, which makes it difficult to believe because it is impossible for an 

entire nation full of people from different levels of society, from different ranks of 

life to want the same things, especially concerning politics and economy. According 

to the objectives all the people in Burma want the same thing. This might be telling 

us that the government wants all the people to want what they want, regardless of 

whether the consent of people is given willingly or not. This may well be the 

ideology behind the propaganda - to make people accept everything the government 

says just because these things appear to be accepted by the majority. 

Four politkal obj.ctlws Fllur economk objectives Fow sodal objedins . M:•\Uifr of tJae. Siar., eOJ11.111.uait}" pea« . D.T.i.,.....rtof •gricukan"' dN ....... d .......... do..!op- . t'pUft of tit• morale nd mo.r111lity of tb• 
••d traaq•iW.ty, prn-ahacit of law aatl mm of odaer lfttm'1 of tit. HOllOllll' as wd Rtitt aado-• 
order . Proptt .volaria of tln marbt-orio:tN RODOmk 'IY•tem . Cplift of natioaal ~dp ad bttq;rlty aad . X•rioul rROatolidatioa . n.v.lopm.ur of&. «0901D}' hl'ririaf p.artirip:adoa ia twm1 pn:t•rvatioa and u1f.,aardi111 of c-ultaral . Eaur1•an af a •t:W eudiari•& &nte C:oa- .t' t.C'lukWaJ bow-how .aad inn1tmat fntm to'W'fft iadd.e ll:trit.ap oad. aadn•I ('•ar.rtn 
ltit.atioa tH COUh'y asd abroad . Uplift of ~'llAIDicm of patrietk -.pirit . Buildia1of • Hwm.odft'adenlopd utiaa . IUiakladve co S:lu:p• tbeaafiamlHOllOJD}. auutbe-bptin tll• . rp111l of ltultlli'!' fitDMl aad .Uution 
i• attonl ma. rU uw SUin Coalfhluioa. lwubo! .... s-ud!MudoulpooplH ~taaWarcb of ti.~ -nre natloa 

Figure 23: One of the many slogans included everyday in The New Light of Myanmar 

fost as the objectives above, these slogans (shown below) or exhortations are carried 

in all the issues of The New Light of Myanmar. 

PEOPLE'S DESIRE 

• Oppose those relying on external elements, acting as stooges, holding negative views 

• Oppose those trying to jeopardize stability of the State and progress of the nation 
• Oppose foreign nations interfering in internal affairs of the State 

• Crush all internal and external destructive elements as the common enemy 

Let us now turn to the propaganda techniques used in The New Light of 

Myanmar. This is the third step of the model and it is most important for this thesis 

because it makes use of all the information presented in the first two chapters and 

tries to determine which propaganda techniques are used. This step will also support 
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the main argument of the thesis which is to prove that The New Light of Myanmar is a 

propaganda tool used by the powerful small elite to influence the public by showing 

that the newspaper does use propaganda, which is the reason why we can find these 

different techniques in the material analysed. 

Before the techniques are defined, their origin and names should be discussed 

briefly. All the referenced techniques have been taken from a variety of sources and 

only the common ones, present in all the sources, have been taken into account. The 

first source is the Institute for Propaganda Analysis (IPA), established in 1937, with 

the objective to help the general public understand more about the propaganda 

techniques used upon them. IP A suspended its operations in 1942 and a new 

organization, an online source called The Propaganda Critic 

(<http://www.propagandacritic.com/>) is used as the third reference. Here it is 

important to understand that multiple terms are available for similar techniques but in 

order to find the most appropriate. category which the propaganda used in The New 

Light of Myanmar falls under, these three sources are taken into account in parallel. 

Some of the techniques are present in all the three sources. In the case when some 

techniques are overlapping the one which fits the best will be chosen. 

We will now define the techniques used in the newspaper. A wide variety of 

techniques, sometimes overlapping, were found in the news presented in Chapter 1, 2 

and the editorials written in The New Light of Myanmar. The first technique is known 

as the assertion technique, taken from the IP A. Assertion refers to an enthusiastic and 

energetic statement which is used without explanation or backup and which the 

readers are expected to accept without any question (IPA online ). In The New Light of 
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Myanmar, assertion technique can be seen in slogans and headlines. Examples are -

"Emergence of the State Constitution is the duty of all citizens of Myanmar Naing

Ngan" or "To approve the State Constitution is a national duty of the entire people 

today. Let us all cast "Yes" vote in the national interest." 

These messages appeared in The New Light of Myanmar from 1 May 2008 

until the end of the voting period, 10 May 2008. These messages used phrases such 

as, "national interest" and "national duty." It is clear that in any civilized society there 

are certain expectations that people are supposed to fulfil in order to be a good citizen 

who wants what is best for the country. Such valued have been embedded in all of us 

through our education systems since we were young. The messages carried by the 

newspaper have been phrased in such a way as to tell the readers that if they do not 

do as the statement says, they will break one of the basic social rules and neglect their 

duty as a citizen. 

The next technique found often in The New Light of Myanmar is the 

bandwagon technique, where people are convinced to join the crowd because other 

people have already done so (Propaganda Critic online). This technique is found 

usually in domestic news articles. For example, on 26 April 2008, a news article 

titled, "Billboards set up in Yangon South District to hail Referendum" was included 

in the newspaper to urge the people to join others who have already accepted the 

referendum. 

Another technique found in the editorial part of the newspaper is the plain 

folk technique. It is a technique where people with plain names assuming to be an 

ordinary person are doing the convincing. This technique is quite popular in The New 
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Light of Myanmar during specific seasons, such as the National Convention and the 

Constitution voting seasons. A sample article can be seen on 27 April 2008 with the 

title, "True heart of a Union" written by A Reader. The plain folk technique is 

usually used together with testimonials. Another example is - "The Most opportune 

time to take off' by A Pensioner written on 2 May 2008. One last example is - "No 

place for saboteurs in new nation to be built in accord with new constitution " by 

Maung De Doh. This article is written as a conversation between the author and his 

uncle, Bagyi Toe, which is a common name in villages. This article is a cross 

between the plain folk technique and the next technique, pinpointing the enemy. 

This technique is usually found in the international news section. As we have 

seen in Chapter 2, the Western countries, especially the United States of America, are 

pinpointed as rather unpleasant nations in conflict with other countries. This is done 

so by choosing only specific news relating to the country. Pinpointing the enemy is 

used to simplify things for the general public by giving them a black and white reason 

why someone should be labelled "bad." The most common place where this 

technique is seen are the slogans, such as -

'< Rl:A, VOA and UDC airing skyful of lies 
,'f IU'A, VOA and BBC saboteurs, watch your step! 
~'< Tbe public he warned of 

kille1·s in the ab· waves -
RFA, VOA and BBC 

Figure 24:0ne of the slogans which appears on some days of The New Light of Myanmar (26 
February 2008) 

The next technique which is used abundantly in The New Light of Myanmar is 

the testimonial technique. Below are shown the testimonials which appeared in The 

New Light of Myanmar. 
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Magway Division USDA will constantly parlicipate in the drive fo1· 
equitable development, peace and stability and seven-step Road Map 
Figure 25: A headline of an editorial article in The New Light of Myanmar on 21 November 
2007. 

Mongkaung Special Force 
Annoancemt11t 

Lrtttr :\"o. 0010/ Ta Wa Rai 2007 
Datt: 15 :'iortmber 2007 

Monglaoag Special FOlce ""' focmed an 10!we1983 wi!h the mmof mwrin!~ security, thuule of law andiegianal dovelllplllllll. In 
adduioo. uim Ibo leadenhip of the Tallllldaw. we 11n;orkiag rog<lber 1>ith the State. 

We object tc the point m lhe ii-of Daw Almg S... SuuKyi releti<d through Mr Gamhai, ll<hiser to the l'N Seadary-Genml. on S N"''elllber 
implpngthat slit ~all oaboaal mm 

r.111bmica. we di!appco;'t of lhe point Iba! she im mpoustblt fur lhe wishes 1111~oflhe11111ional ram star.d afh« stalmlelll relened., lhe 
dec!•ion of lhe l\lD ....ting an 12 Nm'Olllb<r. 

Wo h«eby lllllOUll<e11111 ""will takr part in lhe-...fulimpfmlm!ioo of lhe &.\-step Rcod Map 11IKl!f lhe leadenhip of lhe gcMllllll!llt 
llanpaun; Spedll f ortt 

Figure 26:A testimonial made against Daw Aung San Suu Kyi on 15 Nov 2007 

Announcement of national race delegates from Shan State (East) to 
National Convention 

Dair: !l No,.mib.J· 2007 
Altcgetbefovel'IOOOna11ooal1-acedelegatesfromJ25toWD>bip•mlbecounltyatteadedlhefllC.,...n,ny-completedNatl«la!Couv<111ionandeighl~ 

I!'""!" participated in the discu!MODS. Out of the eight~ groups, tho de~ l!""'I' of national"""'' comp.tU8 641 doleg:ii.. anditi• !ht IM!"'f in number 
A total of29 delepte> from Shan State ~•t) partu:ipoted m the di.seussm of the~ gioup of oational lllCe'l. 

We \W the~ between Minitl!t fur Relations U Aaug Kyi and Daw • .\nng San SuuKyi •• fQ'iliv• """"' to national t'rcomcli.dotim 
MrGambori. spoaal ad\,._,. to tht Uni!<dNaticm ~tmy-Gaiemlieleaotdtht stalemeut of Dew Anng San Suu Kyi writt<n in Eughsh oo b..- behalf in 

Sitippol< on S Nm .......... 
°"'1custy tht ....geeoutained in the •takm!llt fu...., M """!""""Md does notr.&ct My1mna custom. Md M)'111!1111!' w•y ofllfo. We •re OJlP"'M to 

. the .!lll-ill .uch. limo. 
ThooewbomgoingtodmftthtStateCOO!lltutionmustbe'lb!.,.,.....UOho<'l!•\\1de m>geofknawledgo!of'MyanmarhiHory.rulrun.:wdcmrom•.During 

the p<riod of independence~·· tbeccmlilnlioo '''" dm>u wi!h tht "~of l«ei!J!experts. lb.\"0\-.r, uow.tdap "'" b<liev< that lheccmrittUtro copabl• 
ohtrnng lbt intftests of MyamJW natiooal• \\ill emorge as tducatitd oncl experitn<ed Myanmarritimis att g<>mg to dtaft it. 

Tua-efore, .., .. ba..by declare !bat., .. support tht Commi,,.onfor Dnfling State Coo.tilnlion f.bmi.d on IS Ocrober 2007. 
D<1o1atrs from Shon Stat• (EM!) 

Dtltgato Group of Xarional R:t<es 

Figure 27: Another opposing testimonial by supposedly the Shan State delegates (The New 
Light of Myanmar 25 Nov 2007) 

These are only some of the abundant examples found in The New Light of 

Myanmar and if all the slogans, articles, news stories, and poems were to be included, 

this thesis would have been extremely thick. Because these materials relate to a single 

step in a model, only limited information is presented here. But more details can be 

found in Chapters 1 and 2. 

For any propagandist to achieve its goals a specific audience must be chosen. 

The propaganda message is aimed at the audience most likely to be useful to the 
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propagandist, if it responds favourably (Jowett and O'Donnell 275). We can try to 

determine the possible target audience of The New Light of Myanmar by looking at 

the level of difficulty of language and vocabulary usage, the jargon used, if any, the 

sentence structure of the editorial articles and the overall context in which these 

sentences occur. Since this thesis has a time constraint we will only look at the 

available information used therein . 

. Based on the analysis made in previous steps, it can be revealed that the target 

audience is assumed to be foreigners who have extensive knowledge on Burma and 

also the mass public who can read and understand English at a more than average 

level. The reasons for such claims can be given in reference to the sentence structure 

used in the editorial articles. 

From the sentence structure, it appears that the target audience needs to have 

more than average knowledge of English. The editorial and news articles use complex 

vocabulary and long sentence structure which can be difficult for new learners of 

English to understand. The vocabulary used in The New Light of Myanmar is 

politically-oriented and might not be commonly found in textbooks used by students 

in Burma. The length of the sentences, especially in the editorial articles is 

substantial. Moreover, sometimes the articles might carry concepts which can be 

difficult for young people to grasp or understand. Also the jargon used in the editorial 

articles, such as the usage of Burmese names, or the usage of commonplace man 

technique as mentioned in step 3 can add to the fact that to understand these articles 

fully, one would have to have more than a basic knowledge of Burma. The last fact 

and the most important one, in the foreign news section of The New Light of 
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Myanmar, the Western countries, especially and mostly the United States are depicted 

as untrustworthy while China is shown as the complete opposite of the States. Such 

descriptions seem to be aimed at the countries concerned to show that within Burma, 

foreign powers can be anything the newspaper wants them to be. These are the 

reasons why one part of the target audience is assumed to be the foreigners with 

extensive background knowledge on Burma . 

. On the other hand, when we look at the domestic news articles, and all the 

slogans (see Chapter l and 2 for details) included in The New Light of Myanmar, we 

can see that the newspaper is aimed at the mass public of Burma. The sentence 

structure in news and editorial articles might be lengthy and the ambiguities might be 

difficult to grasp for both younger and older generation with limited English reading 

skills, especially the young generation lacking knowledge of the full history of 

Burma, but perhaps this is part of the intention. Additionally, daily weather forecasts 

and television schedules and major event announcements are evidently aimed at the 

readers inside Burma, while also letting the readers outside the country to have a 

basic idea of what is going on inside the country. 

Based on all the above, the target audience is believed to consist of foreigners 

and general public inside and outside the country. Factors such as what the readers 

understand from reading these newspapers and the availability of the newspaper both 

inside and outside the country have a result on the effects of the propaganda, which is 

the last step of the model and the last part of the analysis in this thesis. 

Approaching the effectiveness of propaganda, there has to be a clear 

distinction between effectiveness and involuntary effects (Ellul 259). The objective of 
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this step of the model is not to give a black and white answer evaluating whether the 

described propaganda campaign was successful or not. This would be impossible to 

do here, since we are examining only one type of dissemination medium. As said 

before, propaganda is total and to study its effects properly one must look at all the 

sources of propaganda messages from all the possible media. In the case of this 

thesis, the final step is meant to show the possible outcomes of the propaganda by 

referring to the information presented and analyzed before. 

Firstly, we know for a fact that people were urged to vote "Yes" in the 

referendum and that the results show that 98% of the population voted in support of 

the constitution. From the information provided in Chapters 1 and 2, especially from 

the editorial articles, we know that daily news was quite similar in contents and 

preferences. Editorial article topics also highlight the government's achievements and 

the articles usually speak for the entire nation. Interesting news topics found in most 

newspapers in other countries, . such as the domestic economic situation, the 

government's plans for healthcare issues, education system, murders and crimes, and 

lighter topics such as travel documentaries, festivals, interviews with famous people 

in the country are very rarely included. Also, when these topics are mentioned, there 

is never any criticism of any sort to these issues and the articles are found be highly 

agreeable to the government. Yet the referendum results were shown to be nearly 

100% which gives us a reasonable doubt and makes even the reader who has no 

knowledge on Burma to question the freedom of the press in the country. In addition 

to that logic, we also have to ask the question, what other media are available to the 
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people. If there are none, there is a big chance that the newspaper can brainwash the 

people after a certain period of time. 

The fact that the propagandist wanted the public to accept the referendum and 

the 98% acceptance it received indicate that the desired result was achieved and 

shows us that the propaganda is working to a certain extent. But on the other hand, it 

is arguable whether the newspaper alone is responsible for this. Yet again, there is no 

proof that the numbers were not tampered with. 

Let us assume for the sake of argument that the results have been tampered 

with and that there are people who do not accept this. In that case we could rightly 

expect some kind of act to counter the propaganda. One way to counter the 

propaganda in the newspaper is to write sentences which might be ambiguous and 

open to interpretation. For example, in the article analyzed earlier, "Fine national 

political traditions of Tatmadaw," the author included some sentences which should 

not be included as they stand out and make the readers question the validity of the 

very subject the author is trying to argue. This might or might not be intended, but 

assuming it to be intended, it could be seen as an attempt to counter the propaganda. 

There might be other types of counter-propaganda present in other forms of 

media and they might even take bolder stances, but they are not discussed here. 

Unfortunately, the model employed for the sake of the thesis comes short in analysing 

the last step. If the thesis covered more media, then this last step could be more 

thoroughly explored. 

This chapter has attempted to provide the reasons why we could evaluate The 

New Light of Myanmar in terms of a propaganda tool used by the powerful elite to 
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serve their purposes by making use of all the information gathered in Chapter 1 and 2. 

The chapter also was organised based on a model developed from Jowett-

0 'Donnell's 10 steps to analyze propaganda (Jowett and O'Donnell 270). The model 

has it constraints and benefits for this specific analysis. While it does not have the 

capability to highlight the effects of propaganda in one type of media it allows the 

reader to see the actual examples of techniques used in The New Light of Myanmar 

and also to identify the propagandist and his purpose and ideology, and the target 

audience. The model can be used for further study which will encompass more types 

of media, and this thesis can serve as a basis for analyzing propaganda for the print 

media in the cases similar to Burma. 
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Conclusion 

In this thesis it has been argued that The New Light of Myanmar is a propaganda tool 

used by the government to disseminate selected information to serve the purpose of 

distilling some ideologies to affect the way people think and perceive certain issues. I 

have based my analysis on information taken from the newspaper. The first chapter 

have given some insight into how the domestic news is chosen and combined with 

government slogans and exhortations present in the newspaper every day to show that 

the newspaper compromises its integrity as a government information deliverer. In 

the second chapter, the differences in reporting about friendly and unfriendly states 

have been presented demonstrating the obvious bias of the newspaper. The last 

chapter has analysed the selected materials using a propaganda model developed from 

Jowett and O'Donnell's propaganda analysis methods. 

Whatever we say, one thing is obvious: newspapers play an important role 

shaping both history and the present. If a person wants to know more about a country, 

its government and its relationship with other countries, one method is to start by 

reading the official newspaper of the country. We can learn a lot by observing the 

topics included and not included, and the language used, as it will somehow reflect on 

those who have the power to influence the country. More than that, an experienced 

reader can easily form an opinion about the political and economic situation, or 

education system of that country. The government's priorities and underlying 

intentions can also be revealed by reading an official newspaper of a country. This 

fact is very important for analysts concentrating on countries such as Burma, which 
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do not have too many news sources apart from the official ones. This is what makes 

this thesis an achievement for me because it has provided me with an ability to read 

the newspaper of my country with an open mind, because even at its worst, when it 

appears to tell nothing, it tells us something. We only have to know where and how to 

look. 

Putting this thesis into a bigger context, its findings can hopefully serve as a 

basis of further research projects on propaganda analysis in the media in countries 

with similar circumstances as Burma, or even doing more research on Burma's 

journalistic standards, or on propaganda in other media, such as films, posters, 

billboards, radio, television, slogans and printed press from the private-owned sector. 

It is also hoped that this thesis has allowed its readers to see at least a glimpse of 

what's behind the closed doors of a totalitarian state. 

It is my hope that this thesis will serve as a starting point for bigger projects in 

analyzing propaganda in other types of media in Burma, and making comparisons 

among different propaganda methods and journalistic standards between the private 

and government-owned newspapers, and other media such as television, films, radio 

and other types of print media. Research on the history of Burma's newspapers and 

comparative studies on the past and the present-day newspapers published in different 

times and under different governments can also be undertaken in the future. It is 

hoped that this thesis can become a small portion of broader and much more in-depth 

analysis concerning The New Light of Myanmar. 

Lastly, I would like to conclude by stating what I have learned from writing 

this thesis. The first thing I have learned is that even dealing with a newspaper article 
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full of assumed propaganda materials, there are many ways to read a text and that 

even if the text appears to be written for a specific purpose it can never be confined to 

one way of reading and interpreting only, not even in the case of a simple news 

article. 

The second thing is the importance of silence. Silence of opinions, and silence 

in the coverage of certain news is also making a statement. In the kind of newspaper 

such as The New Light of Myanmar which operates under strict censorship rules and 

suffers from tight control concerning which contents can or cannot be published, the 

silence or the omissions speak louder than the propaganda the news and the editorials 

try to portray. The silence itself is a form of counter-propaganda. 

The third and the last thing is the fact that propaganda is and always will be 

all around us and although propaganda cannot be considered a crime, it may come 

very close to it, depending on the methods used to follow up on it and the severity 

with which these methods are implemented. Most newspapers, advertisements and 

research papers aim to persuade their audiences by giving them reasons and statistics 

but this is still persuasion because the readers are provided with choices. Propaganda 

can become a crime if it is practiced to make people stop thinking and when choice is 

not given to the readers any more. In short, propaganda will always be there but at the 

very least people should be given the right to choose what they believe in because to 

have an opinion of one's own is to be human. 
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Appendices 
6 nm NEW LIGHT OF MYANMAR Mrnlday, 27 Mll!ch. 2006 

The Tatmadaw has stood maftlllkently a• a 
altung natiomU ft.Yee since its birth. In reaJity. the 

Tutmadaw · • leader:.ttip role in llw national politics 

U!I u fllT\lllg nat.km:al ft'lr(.C is not llb ~mwlhing 

k10ted from olher~ nor one created. bur was be

stCM'ed f'('I it att-C'l'diag __,, 1.he historical require

m<nt or the St...,. The history of Myanmar Iulo 

p-oved that a hem doc~ nor crem:e the hiitory, but 

rite hish.'l<)' gaw birth 10 tbe h'"'" 
The T•tmadaw is endowed with fine and 

lipifkunt tntditk'lls in lb? politklli qD?re. lt pre
scrws such good traditiil.ms ut risk. to liG:. 11X' 
Tatmadaw ,.., bomin lheporiodof onti.-mtilll 

llln1gl111, anti-fascist NSisllmll and independence 

111ruglu and bu come of .. ancl dovelcped, safe. 

ptdlng - protecting the -- """' all 
fom11 of dmlpn and lwm1 lo order - to lotoo 
her indapo...._ and ..,..,..ignty apio. 

To be brief, lhe Tlllmlldaw-

(1) helped tho DDtion repin indope...i-.. 

and IKW«eignty~ 

(l} .... ...-- Iba -itory - ..,.. ... 
eipty of the oatioa, 

(3) hwl saved lhe ootioo _,.i limes from 

ratlin1 into collapm~ 
(4) givn pioriry to national unity, 

<'> pro4IOds 11v .. and propmy of the peo
ple and hu ..- ronllnK:tlw ef!ilrts 

DI """'Y ""'°""no time ID loillalo oa
llooal reconllOlldalion, 

(6) l1 otways loyot to lbe S- and the peo
ple, 

(I) Joy1 down and i.mplaMDll lllliooal poli
ciol in accordance with !be P"'vailing 

conditions of the nation~ 

(8) gJapples with banlships of tho 11111ion as period of three month• ofter independenoe wu 

national duty in times of emergency after repined 

the m.ttion hus reguined iudep:llli:n«. 1lten. wmed insurgea9 rei1ned iruprenr 
(9) has decisively disd1W'ged nutiooul politi. throughout the nati<>n. The authority <>f 1h<• AFPFL 

cal duties withou:l bhn towards any pm.1)'. Government took cfk'"l in the area of 50-mile m

organiZ'aiion or lodivid\l:at in the interests dius of Yangon. Therefore, foreign Df'WSJ'B_fle'R 

of rhe nation aad rfhe people. branded rbe natic-n. u Yan~m governmenr. 

Here. it is required to tilt.udy Tatn1aduw·s na- Meanwhlle. sonie politicians sug.ges1cd 

ti<'""1 !"'litical tradition< that have gone down in the through the MWSflOP"" thut tho Tatmodnw mount 
annals of the history. Narionol patriotic youths who 

bud ....,_d unyielding spirits, nlll:iooolistk furvour, 

grelll: aims ond ••111tai""d !'"""''"""""" Ul'<>Uj!hout th: 
period of iodepondeaa! lllmgles _..,organized into 

the Ta!Jna"-. At lhat limo, the Tatmaclaw's oalioul 

objective woo indopeadon<a, wblch wu oao and only 

objoca.e. 
The Talmadaw helped bring-the hiSIOric 

tnditioa that the Tallllalhtw and the peoiU ...... been 

always bormoDicu1 by dilcharging dulie1 in the in

dependenoe llluglu wlullo""r n>llO it may be bond 

in hand with tho people in Ibo aati-cdomialilll •trus
Jlos, eotl-fuclst ..... .......,. - lndependoooe •lrug
gloL 

a coup. Jn an interview • .)oumo.1.ists made a sugges

tion thar ttE Tri111uad•r star a c.uup. Howe\•t-r, 
i011k!ad of thinking uf it.iziog S1'Ute power, the 

Tannadaw exhorted them to ensure national 
reeonoolidation. 

Wi1b wballvu llronglb of ill uwmbors and 

anm po..,... it had, tho Til1mlldaw managed to put 

u end lo internal strife raging tho length and 

bnadtb of Ibo COWllry. It pve Ibo top priority to 
community pence and tranquiUily, and prevalence 
oflnr and onler. Io 1950-SI, it doc....,dlhot peace 
and 11abilily bad been realored in SS pir oent of 

the .-ea of the nation. It managed to enaum com

munity peace and lllability and provaluce of law 

Myumar became iadependont Union of and order at district, 1ownllhlp, village and ward 

Myannmoo4Janumy 1948.Attbatlimo. theAFPfL 1e..,11. A large number of people who !Oil their 

Ocmn.ment played a leading role in Myanmtll' that property and _.., helplen and homeleos coold 
badjallNpinediodepondo..., aad ........,;go1y. The lead a peaooful life again in earning their livingL 

govenmmnt made mangemants a'ftd endeavoun 1o 

aiay '"'1 Ulional """"1111rudon talks and nmlon. 
building tub in tho poot.loclopondeoce poriod. 

Ne-leu, owing to the weclp driven by 
Britloh oolcaiolilll, racism, 1uopiciom """"'I~ 

....,.., clogmati1111 of leftist Burma Comnumity l'lu1y 
(BCP) and Red Fhg ComDR111ist Pony (Ccnmunity 

l'lu1y-Barma) pve billh ID armed conOicts in Ibo 

The i111urpnt1 could not come cloae to cities bnt 

they we'" active in rnr-naag .,...,. So. '"""' 
omerpd a a!Clvicdon that tho po<1J1le could place 
ultimate reliance and trust on no orpnization1 but 

on the Tatmadaw. This indicated that tho 

Tatmad- could 1tpbold tho oalional political tra

dition thal the Tatmadow and the people alway• 

remained united. 

Nation ,,·ill he strong only '"'hen 
Tatn.1achnv is strong. 

lo addition to inlemal amiod iDlutpDll, tho 

Talmadaw had to crush Ibo dmlprs o( Kuominlaag 

nationalist CbiOOIO who intrudod into Myanms bt
giuing 19SO-~I. At that time, loclllbiodwan ware 

taking platoe in many psll of the ~ ..,_ to tho 

cold Wit ia which Ibo But bkic led by Soviet Rullia 
nod tho w- bloc liod by tho US vied '"""1 clber 

for auporiority. Io pin;c..111. tho JCcmm war was 

rogiog at tho time. If Myanmac could - nopulse 

the iov&1ion of Ibo Kuomiulang 0Dlianali1t Cbi

-. tho"' woold be ,,... ........ lo Ibo lotrilosy, 
independenoe and ..,.....ignty of tho Mlioo. Later. 

the Tatmadaw expo1ed the master-mind of 

Kuomintang ultiooalist Chi11e1e•1 iavasiou. So. ii 
repcs1Bd on tho cam lo lhe UN throup ill .,.,...... 
uwnL .lttbo""""' timo. lhe Talmadaw .......,..t to 

quell Ibo Kuomimang -..Jist au- who .. 

mms and manpower was auporior to thot of tho 

former. The opemlion• including the Operation 

"Yan Gyi A•ng" and tho "Oporatloo BayilllDllDng" 

lmmc:hod to m111h the invaders reade hioklry of tho 

natim. 
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{frarll pap 6) The Caretaker Gourament led by the Tho Myuma Socialilll Pn>gnumno Party did 

With the brllllont puformuce of the Talmadar coald pay a ooriou1 -nlion to the drlw not achiew llllCQOSI in ill drive fur tmnlfonnillg 

Tatmadaw to elimilllll all the imamal and extor- for ltability in the pclitical, economic aad IOCial lhe llllliaa into a ao::ialilt me, aad the Diiiion faaid 
nal eaemio!L the naDon bad witmuod ...-and llOdors.CORIDlwll\y~andfl'"Yllle11Ceoflawand e"""""1icaiseL C°"oeqaeally, the trust aOO 1Up
dowlopmont ia vmiou1 1Cc:tan sin<a 1952-53. At cnlor. After ii bod pat its plm into noalily, it held part of the people for the party dwiadled, and the 

lhll W., the Socialist Party of the AFPfL Gov- flM ud &ir elocti0111' for Pyitbu m-Oii 6 Rob- people got fed up with the --pmty sy11om. 
emmoal .pit iato two due to di...,mentl """' NII')' 81ld the electioa1 for lllo Ownber of Nalion- Tho inslipllm aad .,mtioD slined up by 
politlcal idoclagy .....,.ui.1 the Kilman war. In cm- alitie1 oo 29 Febnwy 1960. And it bonded .,... leftUit and riglllill political groapa wbo -re mx

oequeace of the split. the ndbig AFPfL G:mlrn- ScMe power lo the willlling psty Clean AFPFL (Pa ioas to sem S- power by ""ploiling the dell• 
meut bnib into Stable AFPfL (S'MI aad Nyein) Jka Sa) cm 4 April 19<il. and comoc:t altitude of the pocple woo went loog
and Oem AFPl'L (Nu and Tm). Prier to the ua- 'Jhmb to the effiJm the Tatmadaw Camtab< ing for political chaaps, ia1tiplioa of inlervention 

do1inible -·~ the Tatmadaw made a sngpllklll Gcmommem made in 18 mouths (1958-al) 10 repn- of cortoia finiga COOlllriea. ond the plundering and 

thll the two IP""P' bo mmilod taking into conoid- onto the conditioal of the lllllioa, the problemo, tho lootins of Stato-ownod and privalo-owned property 
erallon the background hi1taries aad alladments political parities could Dill addreu rm a doclde ofbl' by 8111111:hi .. culmiaalod in 1988 .,.. .. 

of the two groups and 'Villlallnlion - if the independo"'"' wu Rlgaiaed and nllticaal affaln ig- The 1988 unrest poood grave dim~n to in
AFPFL, the llronp11t na0onal li:lnlo, waa split into oced. could bo solved in such a short limo. At the dopoudeaoe Md ..,..,..,;gnty of tho Stale, peipoh>

two. lhll woold bring many mioorin lo tho nation. ....., time, the Tatmadaw ......,.d to re1tcre mm- alion of the Unicu, ond IUllional aihoaioll. Tbore

Tiulr retlodocl the T-·· dforls ID 11111tore munity ~ Biid llhbility, law and ardor, and lo fin. the Tatmodaw again had ID ........ Slim du-

lllllional solidarity. -imlbe the .... ...,. of Stato Coalllilmioa a..i de- tio1 on 18 Seplomber 1988. 
lklwover, beCllll&e al penoaal mimmity, """"'"'Y· The obolle-mealloned Cacti were part of Tho Tllmodaw °"'81111118111 plamd °"bui1 

dogmali1m and .aariani1m, the AFPFL split into the aadoaal politiclll cllllplor in which Ibo Tlllmldaw oo -u.m of commwdty ~ and lllllbility and 
two IJOllPI and tumod their bock to each other. discharpd natiooal political dulin fully u the Care- pevalmao of law and onlu, llRD<lth traaoport and 

Then, tho cue wa• put ID the vote in the laUr Clovernmeat. swiftcommoditylloor.Jtal&e>pwetlKtiwenmur-

porllmnent and Clean AFPFL Qiu and 11n) """" Tho Pba Hta Sa Cloverumont that toot over ....,.,,. to ~ BOCietie1 and privato ••r
by eight""'"' voloL But, the winning puly could S- power from the Talmldaw wu Dill able to pri&e1 for public well-boi,,.. On X1 Mmy 1990. ii 
uot restcn pe.:e ond •llhility IO tho nation. Tho gnipp1e will> tho pavailing problem• saclt u mau bold multi~ doll10<%llq' elec:6omo. Siaoo 19119, it 

dllunity of tho rating jCNerlllllClll wu followed by rallies bold to dec:ido •• to wbelber the -• llhculd Im modo ~ with IDllll}' l<med IV""P' iDcludhrg 
rivalry -n tho two groupo ia organizing the be gfyea the rigbls lo llcede from the Union. the 17 maj<r natiClllal ....., md groopo. and it Im been 

pocple. Duo lo Ille dinmity of the then pmi- caoe in which Sawbwa1 who did not want to relin- implemenliug prqjecls rm Ibo developnont of bar

ment, tho mlioa wa1 oo Ibo "'"P of civil..,,.. for qllioli ,_..,and the IOdcral policy f«wbicb politl- der- ...i lllllional-. Thot hM 1bowod a fine 

lbl •coad ti1111. Cl&a AFPFL (Nu aad Tin) Gov- cal pllltie• wilh ncimn ailloctively demaaded. To tradition of Ile T- fur nalioaal tolidorily. 
emmoal dml wa1 not in a poodion to control the maloo -. _..., dimnity between U-Bo (civil- Tho lllllion-bw1diag tub the Tatmadaw hall 
general condition• of the nation asked the W.1 ond ox-aorvlceman) groap and Thakhin (politi- been shouldering in polilical, eoonomic and 1cx:ial 

Talmldaw for en1uring commllnity poaao aad Ill- ciam) group brougbt political and oqpmizing IMlver- mctor1 haw yielded &aitful "'1ulls that ano ua

bility 81ld prevlllen<:a of law and onlor aad holding li!Moo to the Pl Hta Sa CloYenunenl precedentod in the nation. Now, it i• impleJnOnl

&... and flir eledioa• and tbea it bnaded over s- Tho Pbe Hta Sa Ocwommoat waa nct ia a :Ug the 10won-step ROid Map u the netloaal po
,_..to lbl Tatmadawthroaahtbo PyithulnUU- posi~oa ID - peaa! and lllllbility to the S- liticol palicy rm the m:compli1bmont of the Ill· 
{loJhbaliw body). The C....lllker Oowmnmeut the and to pavent politically and orgaaizalioaally tho lianal goal of the State - emerp1ace of & P'"""· 
Totmadaw fonned "" 28 Sepmmber 1958 bed to Ullion from lnlkin& up ond from IDiing independ- fut. modera and dovel:iped delll0Ct1lllc nation with 
oxpo111 illepl -· ocrt1111 the ution fur en- eace and 1ovetmignty opia. flouri •bing discipllm. It i1 convening the National 
lllring...,..,.....ityP""""and tnmquillity andpwa- Tbo T.nnadaw Ihm bed to form lhe Jt...olu- Co1Wention. tho fint atop ao well ao the fund,._ 
loll<lO of law ond order. It allO bod to crush the liDnary Couacil and took over Sia power in 1962. mautal """ <>f the Rood Map. Al the Nalional 

kidnapping gang• and.dlcoit ganp in Yaap and Allboagb the R..volutioasy Cmadl llrove f<r co- Coaveatioa, dhcuS11ioa1 ""' being held on basic 

lniein and ill _,,,..nding areu, ond to disband q>er8lioa of the leldon of the political pomn in tho principles and detailed buic principle• ID be la

the pocbt ormie• formed by the nlling AFPl'L political objective al builmns op a llOciali11 aalioa, eluded in Ibo s- Constitution that i1 es•ntial 

Oovernmeat it did not achieve &UCCUI owing lo nep1iva altitude f<r Ibo building of a future -
Smu.i-oully, the Talmlldaw penuaded die ud "'""'B ac11 of the pollliciaa1 aad anned in-- la a lllltlholl, from the lime of indapeudence 

internal 1111110d in1U1palll ID ieoli<e the true situ- J88ls. """Bile• to ciao, the Tllmlldaw with p1l11iae good-
alioa1 oftbo tullioaandoxteadodawann-k:ome From 1962 to 1974, the c:oundl took meu- willandoomct ICU bas been msdmglng llllliooal 

to ttio. wbo returned to the legal fold. The 111111 rm Rlgaining lllllicmal unity aad building a,_ political dutin Ind•'""" of natioa-lluilding tub 
Tatmadaw al10 bmached a campaip ID endicote 1181ion -d on poaao. It ponwlptod the 1974 and natioa111 dere- dutio1 ia conformity with Ill 

the evil lepcy of feadali1m left by B1iti1h Comdtullm -gb a Rlf.-dwn. II banded over fine aalioaal political lndilloas in the in-1111 of 

ailoaiall111. On 21 April tm, Sawbwu (chief- &..... I"""'' in ICCOftlanm with the Con&lilutim 1o Illes- and lhe pocple. lboiefae, the Tlllmadaw 
tainol tigaod the agreennt to relinqni1b their lbe Mylllllll& Sociolilll Prop111111111t Party on 2 March will bo upholding ill fine lnditions aad will Mill 

i-er. Furthermme, the TalnUulow could 1ign the 1974. Tho Tntmodaw diocbarged natiDnal dofeooo petpetually. 

agreomonl oa dolimatioa of ClUna-Myanmar 00.- dutie1 and IOCUrity duliounuullled ID it in lim with 
der .. 28 Janull)' 1960. the CmslitutiOD. 
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NLM 

Let us all 
* who are equipped with ardent patriotism, 
* who cherish genuine independence, 
* who aspire perpetuation of sovereignty, 
* who loathe foreign interference and manipulation, and 

* who of ie pKivernment with striiof colonialists, 
• !ij is r. llRl@llMllHM •lllHUMIM!A 
Figure 1: Vote "YES" slogan from 1May2008, NLM 

~ \ kto1·~ "ithin 1·cach 

OUr -· bdkf 11 ls Approv•l of lb< consU111tton 
WIU be soon •<bln'ed 
Mm aft so aaHstled 
\VODKD an- SO &ndllrd 
HHdiDI ror poDlng -tb 
With aunlmous vol< to mpprov< 
\Vltlllll mtdl Is rictory 

Zaw Min Min Oo (Trans.) 

e lkmorrat·y ran not he 
achit·n·d hy anai·d1ism or 
Yioknn .. ·, hut In ( 'onstitution. 

.. ·-·---___J 

e l~ct's appnne ('<mstitution to 
shapt· 0111' futmT hy 0111·-.t·h·t·s. 

Figure 2: Another kind of slogan to support the Constitution from 1 May 2008, 

Figure 3: A cartoon to support the referendum from 2 May 2008, NLM 

~ Let's vote in favour 

"'"ritten is the State constitution 

In the lnte1·est of entll'e nation 

Not of any pal'tlculal' person 

Neve1· to fall again undel' subjugation 

Let's vote in fa\·our 

Hlaing (Trans.) 

Figure 4: Poem to support the Constitution from 2 May 2008, NLM 
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Government of the Union of ~'lyanmar issues Announcement No 1/2008 
NAYP\1TAW, 4May-TM<iowlnnMntofthe llnionqfMyanmartodayis.swdAnnOUl1""141JI No J/2()(}8. Tlwfollawing is th•full t«rtof dwannounU1M11t 

Government of the Union of Myanmar 
Announcement No 1/2008 

14"' Waning Day of Oo Tagu 1370 ME 

(4May2008) 
TheGovemmmtoflheUoimofMyaomarismuchSUlprisedbylheSecurityCouncilPresidmlialS1almxOlon2May2008evendwughtbesituationinMy11D1D11J 
does not~ regiooal as well as inlema1iooa1 peace ami security. 
The Govet......- ofMyamnar has announced that a irferendum fu< lhe dnft camlilutioD will be held on 10 May 2008 and that multi-party democracy gencrai 
election will be held in 2010 in accordance-..ilh a orw amslilllli<>n. 'The rcfen:ndom is going to take place ina few days time and !he entire people oflhe counlr} 
are eagerly looking furward ID lbaL 
Mymmar is a sovn<iga Mcmbel- Slate of the Uni1ed Nations. The t:efaaldmn ID _.,,.., the draft comtilulion is a matte£ to be decided solely by the people. 
Moceovu. the holding of a refamdum is a matter which &Us within the domeslic jurisdiction. The draft constitution can be adop!ed and transitian to democ:nig 
can be materialized through the holding of such refercndum. 
TheGo-ofMymmarwillcontinuetoimplementtogelherwilhthepeoplethe5"\'ell-W:pRoadMapwhichhasbcenwelcomodbycounlriiesoftheworhi 
including neighbouring coontries and ASEAN COUDlries. 

ByOrder, 

(Signed) Thant Shin 
(Colonel) 
Sec:mm)· 

&Mmmontofthe Union ofMyumar 

Figure 5: A refusal announcement on not postponing the voting due 
to national tragedy 



Union of Myanmar 
Commission for Holding Referendum 

Announcement No 8/2008 
2nd 'Waxing of Kason 1370 ME 

(6May 2008) 

L ThecommissionbasanoounctdthattherefcrendumwillbebeldonlOMay2008forappr<milofthedraftconstitutioooftheRepublicoftheUnionofMyanmar. 
2. Howmr, due to ibe cyclonic storm '~ARGIS' that Int Myanmar on 2 May 2008, the State Peace and Devel~Dl Council announced Ayeya\\--ady, Yangon 

and Bago Dr.-isions and Mon and Kayin States as the affected areas. 
3. Now, some township!i in the disaster-bit areas have relUmtd to nomialcy_ The State Peace and De\-elopment Council hereby releases Ann<Jllllament 

)lo 5!200& on 6 May 2008 that the following! townsln~ remain as the afftcted arm. 
(a) Ngaputaw, Lalmtta,, Mawlamyintgyun. Pyapon, Bogale, Kyaiklat and Dedaye in Ayeyawady Dr.ision, totalling sel'en townships. 
(b) Tamway, South Okkalapa. Dagon (smkan). Dagon Myotbit (South). Dagon Myothit (North), Dagon Myotbit (East), Dawbon, Pazundaung, 

Botahtaung. Minga1a Tanllgn}·uut North Okkalapa. Yaukin. Thakayta. Thingangyun, Kamayut, Kyilll)-indint, Kyauktada, Sangyoung, Seikbn, 
Dagon. Pabtdan, Balum, Mayangon. Latha. Bline, Lamnadaw, Ahlon, Thanlyin. Kyauktan. Thongwa, Kayan, Twantay. Kungyangon, Kawhmu, Dalla, 
Seill-yi Khanaungto, Instill, Mingaladon, Shwepyitba and Hlinethaya in Yangon Dhision, 11>talling 40 townships. 

4. The rticrendum due to be held in the to>\llihips stated in para (3) are postponed to 24 May 2008. 

Figure 7: Announcement made for referendum voting dates 
according to regions 

(Aung Toe) 
Chaiunan 

Commission for Holdin2 Referendum 

00 
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Let us all 
* who are equippecl with ardent patriotism, 
* who cherish genuine independence, 
* who aspil'e perpetuation of sovereignty, 
* who loathe foreign interference and manipulation, and 
* who oppose puppet government °"'1th strings of colonialists, 

V<>TE ""YES" for ratification of the ( :onstitutio 

Figure 9: Another Vote "Yes" announcement 

Figure 10: A cartoon depicting all ethnics marching for the same 
destination 

92.48 percent approve C~onstituti< 
NAYPYIT AW, 26 May-The Commission for Holding the Referendum of the Union ofMyanmartodayissucdAnnounCClllelll N1 

:lated 26 May, 2008. 
ThtJfull ttJXI of the annDWl<'"1Hllnt is asfollt1M13.' 

Union of Myanmar 
Commission for Holding the Referendum 

Announcement No. 12/2008 
7th Waning of Kason 1370 ME 

(26 May 2008) 

Announcement on results of the referendum held in the whole coll 
I. The referendum for approval of the draft constitution of the Rq>ublic of the Union of Myanmar was held successfully in 278 tow 

,f 325 townships in the whole country on 10 May, 2008 and the commission 8llllOUDCcd the results of the referendum .,.;th the AJlllc 
~o. I 012008 dated IS May, 2008. In accord with the Announccmait No. 8/2008 dated 6 May, 2008, the referendum was held on 24 : 
in 40 townships in Yangon Division and seven townships in Ayeyawady Division that were hit hard by Cyclone "Nargis~. The cc 
:umoum:cd the results of the referendum held on 24 May, 2008 with the Announcement No. 11 i2008 dated 26 May, 2008. 

Figure 11: Referendum result announcement 
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Over 92 percent in remaining Tps cast '"'Yes"' vote 
'.SAY Pn TAW .. 26 May-The Commission for Holdiug the Referendum of the Unicm ofMyanmar today i<.>ned Annouilc<ment No. i 1:2008 dat"'126 

May, 200S. 
I'he full text of the announcement ts as follows: 

·union of Myanmar 
Commission for Holding the Referendum 

Announcement No. 11/2008 
7th V\ianlng of Kason 1370 ME 

(26 :\lay 2008) 
Announcement on resnlts of the referendum held in 47 townships in Yangon and Ayeyawady Dhisions 

l. The referendnm for apprm:al of the draft <on>titution of the Republic of the Union of Myarunai· was held succe;sfully in 278 township• out of 325 
township> in the whole couutty on 10 :May, 200S and the comm;.sion awwunced the result> of the referendum with the Annow1"eruffit No 10:200$ dated 
15 May, 200$_ 
' In a< cord with the Annout1"€tlu:nt No. 8.-~OOS dated 6 May, 2008. the refe'ell<lum was held on 24 May, !008 in 40 township> in Y angou Di\•i>ion <md 
seven townships in Ayeyawady Division that were hit hard by Cycloru> ''Nlll!!j~ .. The following is the th-Ult> of the referendum: 

(a) Number of <>hgible vor"" 4.580-393 
(b) Number of those who ca.i vote 4,2&0,0l S (93.44 percent) 
(c) Nmuber of those "'ho cast "Yes'· vot<.> 3.977518 (92.93 perceur) 
(d} Number of those who cast ''No" .-oie 256.232 ( 5.99 percent) 
(e) Numba' of cancelled ,-ote 46255 ( I.OS pe'<ent) 

3. The commission hei~y ann~s that 3.977.528 of 4.280,015 votets cast ·'Yes" vote. accowilit1g for 92.93 percent in the r<'fe-rendwn held in 47 
township> in Yangon and Ayeyawady Divisions. 

Figure 12: Referendum result announcement with percentages 

(AmgT0<>) 
Chainnan 

ComnnsSIOfi for Holcling the Referendiun 



J\o <,even' strong wind and another ... torm in 
Yan~on ;rnd neighbouring area'> 

Figure 13: Headline and pictures showing the soldiers helping to clear the roads 
after Nargis (5 May 2008) 

* For the bealth of babies 
Mothe1·'s milk the best 

* If mothel' s milk is not 
sufficient 
Cow 01· goat's milk can be 

used 
* Always boil the milk 

The best for health 

Figure14: Notification concerning with the milk contamination 

Th!E GOVERNMENT OF THE UNION OF MYA MAR 
MI~I .. TRY OF RAIL TRANSPORTAllON 

MYAN!\.tA RAILWAYS 
INYITATION TO SEALED TENPER 

Sealed Tendet i<> hwhed by M)'at'lmu llailwa)'s. for supply of the following 
Store,. 1d1id1 \\ill be ?U•Ch!!sed in My1tll lTIBT Ky4ll; 

I~ . ~ · Ik$Iilll.i.2n ~ 
I l tT C M Ml I Rubber Hose, Boll & N.Uf, W1uhcr. MS Pipe, I ·Lot 

(DN~ms) 8-~ A-800 t:"fltl""~~n. Mam Exhauster 2. NMV. !otollcr 
8"'3lln 0.all !l"anng. Radi r 1200 mm, Grindiqg 
!l.1a~hil\t, Drill Macliine. MS Pk1.~c, Weldlttg Electrode. 

' l~itible C~ole \\'1ro?. Ciblv E!>e Sockl?I, Cin::uh Brel!ker. 
Collie• " .ip, MMkingSJccvc l'tpe, l'roklngllt-Or, 
\olti.t ·c Control Rd :fy anJctc .. 

Cl.1>~ing Da111}1'inw - 31.7.:2008 {Thun;;dayl ( 12:-00) Hour.,; 
.. l ender do.:u1;1ena tire available m the office <>I 1J1e [)epul> General 
\1una~cr ( upply). M~ anma Rail"a)'s. Comc'.1' t>fS 1 • Street an.d Merchant S1rcc1. 
B.,13J11aung. Yangm1 sianlns from 18.6.:WOS durilii:;. the office hours . 
3. For further dc.1.a1 ls pkuc call: 01·298583. 29 l994.Deputy General Mw1ager 
~'::~P.~m_em,f\1}_auma Raih\ays.Bo-tahiaung. Y;rngon 

Figure 15 : One of the common advertisements in The New Light of Myanmar 
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CLAIMS DAY NOTICE 
l\IV BANGSAPHAN VOYNO ( 67) 

Comipes of CU.IO cmried on MV BAN
GSAPHAN VOYN0(67}arebmbyuotiiiedtbattbe 
\'ei.Vl wilt be mivtog OD 11.10.2008 aod Cll'gOwill be 
disdlarpdintotbeprmiisn ofM.LPwlleeitwill lieat 
die comigDee •• rislc 1114 apmsa m:I subject to the 
byemw aod ccaditicDs of ibe Pert ofY aagm. 

Damaged C8lJO will be~w daily frcm 3 am 
ro 11:20amand 12llO!Xlto4pmuptoCWmsDaym:mr 
dl!clmM M the third day atWr final discharge of cargo 
mim the \'l!Sffl. 

Noclaiimagainstlhis ves~ will be admittedaftft' 
the Claims Day. 

SHJPPE"G AG'ENCYDEPAR~1 
MYA.,'MAPORT AUTHORllY 

AGEn FOR: MIS WONG SAMUr OCE..\."° 
Slill'PING CO, .LTD 

Phone No 25691912569161256912 

Figure 16: Another usual type of advertisement found in The New Light of Myanmar 

, ..•...........• 
I (; T-p~~• 01~~ I I• • "...,. ...,_.. -r- I 
I topnllwottfflotpliaablift>iolilM-.~I 
I t:ilitlSpirll. I 
•

• OalyL ..... $plril11dot_,......111 .. 1 »-
1llliouliliadlmtlO~ ·-·······-····· T1·ue pat1·iotiftm 

~~ 

Maung C.'htt Kaung 

Figure17: Cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar on January 2, 2007 (page 7) 
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ti l'-O·COt.nlalis1 aOO 
lattnml!'Es:ttm~I dcostn1tiliNLish 

Figure 18: A cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar on January 2, 2008 

.......,,, .,.~ .... ~"-.·~ 

/~;a&aillstthew~\ 
! WiUl MtiOlllll awamm for / 

)lttJlttDatilln of~/ 

and 'lO\'tAigdty ~A 

KmmgUwt 

Figure 19: A cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar on January 3, 2008 

o-\,~f ,~1111.:\l'.;,1'u~~1·nh~n· killt<•i 
,J11,.. tJ{ ns ·""'1 .. '* "ro lt;fl ~h- 1Jd-tt· 

Figure 20: A cartoon found in The New Light of Myanmar on January 9, 2009 
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Jlonourin1 tbe 6bt Anniversary Armed Fore .. Day: 

Fine national political traditions 
of 'l'atmada''" 

Figure 21: The headline for the editorial article which appeared on 27 March 2006 

Xaliouali#in Youth R..tso111·C!11 Dil»fiopuumt D"8f"N Colktf" (Yangotl) 

<'<fobfish11d for br·oadf'ning lh., hori;:t;M of national rtu:l' J•-tlis of Progress of Communications Sector in 

No .. 

l. 
2. 
l 
4. 
5. 
6. 
7. 
8. 
<;. 

10. 
IL 
12, 
13. 
14. 
l5. 
16. 
17. 

!!lo 
19. 
20. 
2l. 
21. 

24. 

. boni.w 11rt1tu. the Time of Tatmadaw Government 

Suhjut 1'8S zoos hot:rK• Sr. S•bjeet lt8ll 1007 Prov-
Mile• of eurth rood 3&'.1413 :l&34f.l t 
MOO .X srn""I row! . U.&W '.!683/0 
MifHci-droad . 441111 448/l 2. Telegnph Ol!'ice 310 504 1114 

l.af'Fbridg" 83 8& 3. Tdt:p~tenitt 

Sm.oil brid,g• . 1127 11~7 - Tlillrphlme slalion 245 1191 646 
Susl'<'tl•ion bridzc . .54 !14 
}b.pital . 80 80 
Di$pCft"81)' . 102 102 
Rund •.-lth Calle C'Cntf'le 62 <Yl 

- Number of lines 7185S 141565 675110 
-Number of cmirr boanh 24S 650 405 
- lbnl tlillrphlme exdinge . 241 241 

Rural health '"'"" bmn<:h 1311 139 • Dilect a- 67016 6:59313 592297 
llEl'S. 8EMS. BERS . ss;w.;w2 l'IS!5/00'll2 
A.picuhutt. t.'lff~ . 31 31 
Agri<."Uhutc: Glimj) . m1 !JS 

-Autolhand cmWi: 61016 87636 20610 
• Altl'S ndio te1epbou 3981 3911 

Dam . 00 61} 

Caoal . s ' T tU(.'tor watiQQ . ll II 
ForcM"f'Cil!CIY't:' 

- CDMA telephone 30390 30390 
-D·AMl'S~ 23710 23710 
-DECT-Radio~ . 2574 2574 

(de-.tigrWod/bcing amtn@Od) . j 1/14 I lll4 -GSM Cellulor~ 211812 211812 
Nun:ct:y . 14 14 4 . Mierow- Slllliun 71 232 161 
Live"""* b...,dins fann . 20 20 
V<0U:ril1N'.)' <Jffko . 41 41 
Ge:11c:rator . 263 263 

5. InlmM!t - 1112 7772 
6.. &temal satellite gi:oorid smticn 1 3 2 

TV ~~tion station . 111 Ill 1. Ezlmial llatellite dianul 26 S4l 517 

T d.epho"" otftcc g~ 8.5 
&. hilemllimial DphoDe cllamiel 26 2031 2(10j 

Figure 22: Tables shown in the articles written in The New Light of Myanmar on 27 March 
2009 and 2008 

Feur poltlWOb}dfts E~«Glllllllft.~~ .... ·· .. ,. ·four sodalol!}edivts 
' StaM!ity of tb Sttit, Nlllllliit)· pmt *' Dmlopmatof~&1datballd ... ~ • r.,m .r lit -• ... llOl'llty .i Ii• 

ind lruqdlily, pmt)ott of law 11111 amttl'edNr1t1111nefib«tllGlll)' uwtl ntirt•atiu 

•• • l'niptr mhmouf dut lllAl'bt-Wa!td t11111omluy1ttm • tplitt ol udoul pmtip nd iltttgrity ud 
'l'i11\oull'fftlll0lidatit1 • ~mottf!U--r~partlcipllioa.iatmu prmrn!iu am!~ of tallml 
• [mtrp~ of• - u4WrStalf Ce- ofltdllital~itw allllilxntaanha HIU'ffO irllidt litrittp ...i pQoul .~.ruttr 

1dtalin 1if CHiiiy llli! mod • tplift of ~11111111 of pttriodt tpirit 
• ilddlagef 1-modmilmlaptdllllu * TUlliblinto.,.lhmdoalffOM!llymlltkbp!ia!H • t1ilift of in13, limn 114 tdmlita 

bi atcml •tit 11n SllitClllll!itDa mktlitStattiwlthtudoalpnplts ztodam .r tU atirt ... 

Figure 23: One of the many slogans included everyday in The New Light of 
Myanmar 
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,,~ RF A, VOA and BBC airing skyful of lies 
>'< RF A, VOA and BBC saboteurs, watch your step! 
~"< The public be warned of 

killers in the air waves 
RFA, VOA and BBC 

Figure 24:0ne of the slogans which appears on some days of The New Light of Myanmar (26 
February 2008) 

Magway Division USDA will constantly participate in the drive for 
equitable development, peace and stability and seven-step Road Map 
Figure 25: A headline of an editorial article in The New Light of Myanmar on 21 
November 2007. 

Mongkaung Spedal Forre 
AnaounttmeJtt 

1Attfr :'lo. 0010.' Ta Wa lW 2007 
Date: 15 XOl'fllhfr 2007 

Moogboog SpiciAI Fact wa1furmedoo10Juoe1983 mlh the aim of mllling~ l«llity, diemle oflaw aodreg.iooal ~la 
additicm, mr the Jeadaship of the Tmdaw, we are working ~with the S1att. 

WeOOjtct ro tbf point in the !1atemmt of Daw Aung Saa S\lUK}'i rdmtdtbrougbMrGamblli,aiMBro the L'NStamiy-Grlllnl, m S~ 
implymg that &be repre9'llled all natiooal 1-are. 

Flt1b!Jnm, we diupprove cltbtpoint that slit was mpousihlr fa: the Wlsbes aod intel?lll. of the 1131ional~ staled of ha slatmllt relwed as~ 
deaiioa of the Nl.D meeting oo 12 No1'm!M. 

We brttby lllllOl1llCt that we IDll tie part in the lllCCeuful implemmtalion of the Selll!-Step Road Map llllll!s-the ladriip of the govamim. 
Mtngbng Spedal Fom 

Figure 26:A testimonial made against Daw Aung San Suu Kyi on 15 Nov 2007 

Announcement of national race delegates from Shan State (East) to 
National Convention 

Datt: ll N°"'mb<r 1007 
Altoplbe<O\...-lOOOaatioaolracedelepiH&om3J5oown.i.ip>mtbecountJya""1de<ltbewc:<:e<:itb!ly-completedNatiom!Com•ftlli<>1umdeightdolegote 

groups~inlbe di..amiowl. Oat oftbeeigbtdel"!l"• group>, the~!J'""I' ofoaliaaal rn<es «>mp•V... 641 dolegot .. ...Sit i•tbe lotge.t mnnwbe. 
A lohll of 29 deleple &om Slim Stote (Ent) portacipated w the_,""' of the dolepie gioup of m!imdl ""'"'-

We viow lbe meetinss belween Mioi<ter b Relatiom U Aq Kyi ...S Dllw Aq San Suu Kyi •• pooitive IDD\" to mtwaal~ 
Mt<lombori, specsaladvioerlome UmtedNatiom Sertetaty-<lenetuliell!llSOd1be !ltalement of Daw Amg San SuuK)' written in En!Ji£b on her behalfm 

Sinppctt Oil B November. 
Obrioutly dle-«>Olainedintbo-is ,_.,~and does- •~!!Kt !V!y-= """'"""and My:mm:u·W\1)' oflif<. We..-. oppo...S to 

tbe~insucbatime. 

1bmewlloarep>iagtodnll1beSO..teComlittmonmmtbe lheooeswho"""'•"'1do nngeoflmo"'!•d~ofMyallfllMhirtoiy,~mlcustom•.During 
!be p«iod of iadopendmce llnlf8le. lllecomtiluticn wu drawn with tho arnmmceof b<il!l'eocperls. However, oowadayo we ~-elbat ~ coa>titutioncapoble 
of 5'f\'111@1be imaets ofM)......,...mtioaals will tmerF as educatechad --~cilizom ue gclDfl to dr.U't it. 
~. w• bonlby dodMe that we support the Cotnnlio.;oo b Dnfbog !>tato C-UIUticn funnedoo 18 OctOO.. .?007. 

Dolepttt fhm> Shan Stat< (£4•1) 
Del<p"' Gt·oap of National Ra~s 

Figure 27: Another opposing testimonial by supposedly the Shan State delegates (The 
New Light of Myanmar 25 Nov 2007) 
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'Accordingto the observations at {18:00) hrs :i..is1 
today, the severe cyclonic stonn (.NARGIS) O'.'er tru 
Bayot'Bengal iscentredatabout(310) milesSouthwes 
of'Owa. During the past (12) hrs, it is intemitiedm< 
moved Etimortheast warm. It is forecast to cross tht 
Coastbetweenthe~StatemdNorthen 
Ayeyawady Division during the next (36) hr: 
commencing noon today. 

Under the influence of thi'l storm, Rain a 
tlnmdenhowen will be widespRad in Rlikhine, Moo 
K.ayin,Shan and Kayah Stale$, Ayeyawady, Yangoc 
&go mdTaninthayi DivWom, isolated ID scatteledil 
Chin andK.acllln States, .Mandalay Divisioo. Frequen 
squalls with rough seas will be experienced off an< 
along Myanmar Coasts. Smfare uind speed in squalli 
may reach (50) mph. 

BaymfHence: AccordingtotheobSlm'"ations at(l1 JO) 
hn MST today, the severe cyclonic stoi:m ~ARGIS) over 
theBayofBengaliscenttedatabom(4lO)milesSouthwest 
of Owa. During the past (12) hours, it is intensified md 
mO..·ed.Eastnor~twuds. It is forecast to cross the Coast 
between the Southern Rakhine State and Northem 
Ayeyavrady Dimion during the next (36)hoors commenc
ing noon tocby. Weather is partly cloudy to cloudy in the 
Andaman Sea and ehewhere in the Bay ofBengai. 

Forecast valid antil enning ofZ-5-JOOS: Rain or 
thundershowers will be widesprud in lihine, Mon. 
Kayin,ShanandK.ayahStates, Ayeyawady,Ymgon,Bago 
md T aninthayi Dn-isions, isolated to scattered in Chin and 
Kaehin States, Mandalay Dn'ision, weather will be partly 
cloudy in theremalning areas. Degree of certainty is (80%). 

State of tile sea: Squall$ with rough sea!> v.-ill be ape
rimced off andaloug.MyanmarCo~ts. Smfa::ewind speed 
in squalls may1each (45) to (50) mph. 

,_ _____________ .... ___ ,__ _______________ --.. _________________ __, 
Weather report: The New Light of Weather report: The New Light of Weather report: The New Light of Myanmar. ! 
Myanmar. 29_Apr 2008 _. ______ ,, ______ __._M~'~y1a_n~ar_:...!1Aay]008 _2 fylay 2Q~ .. ···--.. ·------................ _______ ,J 

Table l: Weather reports before and after the Nargis cyclone. 
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